
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

A Translation of Two Synchronic Russian Linguistic Articles: 

A Commentary on Their Functions 

 

Mackenzie K. Chandler 

 

Director: Michael Long, Ph.D. 

 

 

Within current morphosyntactic theory, the ability for a rule or taxonomy to be 

universal is crucial. By translating two linguistic articles, I present findings relevant to 

current linguistic theory within modern Russian. I demonstrate, therefore, that their 

findings may contribute to the universality of current morphosyntactic theory. The first 

article articulates a new delineation of collective numerals and their functions. 

Nakonečnaja-Lalanne (2013) argues that a speaker’s choice between a collective and a 

cardinal numeral is often semantic in nature, not random as previous scholars have 

argued. The second article argues that the existing taxonomy for analytical adjectives in 

modern Russian is not sound. Through an analysis of written corpora, Gorbov (2016) 

provides a detailed account against current theory from Panov (1971). Therefore, both 

articles which I have translated notably affect current morphosyntactic theory regarding 

enumeration and modification within inflectional languages. In the conclusions, I discuss 

the impact of both articles and ways in which their research could be expanded upon.
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PREFACE 

 

 

1.0 A brief discussion of the genesis of this project 

 

 This project began with the desire to demonstrate the severe lack of translated 

scholarly materials from Russian into English. I was frustrated with the lack of materials 

which I could read on linguistic phenomena from Russian scholars. There were plenty of 

studies by Russian-American linguists, studying Russian heritage speakers or doing work 

in Russia. There was also a plethora of material from Russian ex-pats. What I struggled 

to find, however, were materials which described how Russian is used today, in the here 

and now. How are Russians, living and working in Russia, describing the changes taking 

place in their native language? I had no idea: my Russian wasn’t at a level which would 

allow me to read these linguistic articles, fully in Russian, entrenched in linguistic jargon 

and, unfortunately, full of the passive voice. 

 This was the fire which fueled this project initially. It all crashed and burned 

when I found that the scholar I desired to translate had already been translated in 

someone’s Ph.D. dissertation, no less. Needless to say, I almost scrapped the entire 

project and started from scratch.  

 Luckily, my thesis director has connections innumerable and my project was 

saved. I could still translate synchronic articles relevant to change in the Russian 

language today! I could still advocate for more scholarly translation for the betterment of 

our theoretical body of linguistic knowledge! All was well. 

 Until I started translating. The process of translation is grueling, unforgiving, 

relentless. I am not a native speaker of Russian, far from it. But I was determined to 
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overcome this difficulty, to prove just how much we need more translators to bridge the 

gap between the linguists in Russia and the linguists here who do not speak Russian but 

who could learn from the unique attributes of this language.  

 I still think more translation is something sorely needed. How can linguists claim 

Universal Grammar if they cannot account for all aspects of all languages? How can they 

account for all aspects of language if they do not consult the native speakers of those 

languages and attempt to account for the incremental changes found within those 

languages? These are the issues I challenge linguists to consider as they form theories of 

grammar and syntax. 

 Thus, I have chosen two articles which highlight two aspects of Russian grammar, 

both currently experiencing shift: collective numerals and analytical adjectives. Both of 

these have been largely ignored in first language acquisition literature and whose shifts 

have yet to be addressed in Western scholarship. I am not attempting to argue that the 

shifts are caused by a certain phenomenon, nor am I attempting to provide adaptations to 

current syntactic theory. Rather, through this project I hope to highlight the importance of 

translation and discuss the functions of these two grammatical structures in light of 

current linguistic theory. Some questions I will ask are: 

 1. Does this author conform or reject the generally accepted theoretical 

understanding of these structures? 

 2. What new information is this author providing? Does that affect current 

syntactic theory? 

 3. Does the author accurately support his/her claim with sound data? What are the 

limitations of these authors’ arguments? 
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1.1 How did I translate these articles? 

 

 My primary method of translation employs the TROT method. I printed out each 

article and created a near-verbatim translation to ensure that I understood the bones of the 

article, the primary motivation of the method I chose. After I finished my TROT 

translation, I converted my hand-written notes to fully parsed sentences, choosing one 

sense of a word over another because of semantic restraints in English. The most 

important stylistic choice I made was to change a large majority of the voicing in the 

original articles from the passive voice into the active. Because academic writing 

typically restricts the usage of the passive voice in English, I chose to convert the 

majority of sentences into the active voice to retain the scholarly sense of the article. 

 The final step of translation was a line by line read through with my thesis 

director. He checked my grammar, my word choice, and my style. He challenged me to 

think outside the box and truly taught me what a good translation should be. With his 

help I realized the need to change sentences into the active and that it was acceptable to 

leave out words or to change vocabulary choice based on semantic and pragmatic 

pressures in English. My project would have fallen apart without his help and his 

training. 

 

 

1.2 Which glossing system do I employ?  

 

The most difficult decision to make regarding this translation was how to gloss 

the many examples used in both articles. Although there are several conventional systems 
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available, I have decided to use my own glossing system based on the needs of the two 

articles. Please see Appendix I for a full discussion of my glossing system.  

 

 

1.3 Which transliteration system do I employ? 

 

 I chose the Scholarly Slavists’ System. This is to maintain uniformity throughout 

the thesis and to, hopefully, allow for ease of reading the Russian/Slavic names.  

 

 

1.5 A note on the articles and their authors 

 

 The first article I have translated is “On the matter of the function of collective 

numerals in contemporary Russian” by Victoria Nakonetchnaja-Lalanne, a researcher at 

the INALCO: Institut national des langues et civilizations orientales [The National 

Institute of Oriental Languages and Civilizations] in Paris, France.  

 The second article I have translated is “‘Analytical adjectives’ in Russian: Are 

they all adjectives, and are they all truly analytic? By Andrey Gorbov, a professor at the 

National Research University Higher School of Economics in St. Petersburg, Russia.  

 

 

1.6 Concluding remarks 

 

 In conclusion, I hope that all who read this feel the need that we have to translate 

more linguistic research. The only thing I truly know now, however, is that that job will 

not fall to me.
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

A Brief Description and History of Collective and Cardinal Numerals 

 

 

Collective and cardinal numerals represent two separate systems of quantifying a 

group of objects or people. Several languages use these two systems, including, but not 

limited to, Russian, Polish, and Romanian. Cardinal numerals are relatively familiar to 

most speakers as the majority of languages have a cardinal system. This system allows a 

speaker to quantify a group (e.g. three cows, five children, thirty people). The concept of 

the collective numeral, however, is foreign to many English speakers, as English is 

restricted to cardinal and ordinal numerals. In Russian, for example, the collective 

numeral is used to create a subset of animate beings from a larger whole. This concept is 

best understood as a way for a speaker to indicate that these individuals should be 

considered a single unit. The difficulty for non-native speakers, however, is knowing 

when to use which numeral. For a native speaker of Russian, the choice becomes 

subconscious, part of the semantic package of a word or naturally embedded within the 

syntax of an utterance. For a second language learner or linguist unfamiliar with the 

collective system, however, this distinction is difficult to master and to comprehend. This 

introduction, then, is to aid in the layman’s understanding of the collective numeral, its 

traditional uses, and the typical definitions. 

There are nine collective numerals in Russian. Typically, native speakers use only 

those collective numerals which represent “two” through “six”, while most speakers
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 would avoid using those which represent “seven” through “ten”. There is also a 

collective numeral which denotes “both”: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Collective Numeral Chart  

 

  

The collective numerals decline with the noun they are attached to. Thus, each 

collective numeral has 6 different forms, depending on case: 

 

 

 

  

Двое Dvoe Two[COL] 

Трое Troe Three[COL] 

Четверо Četvero Four[COL] 

Пятеро Pjatero Five[COL] 

Шестеро Šestero Six[COL] 

Семеро Semero Seven[COL] 

Восьмеро Vos’mero Eight[COL] 

Девятеро Devjatero Nine[COL] 

Десятеро Desjatero Ten[COL] 

Оба Oba Both[FEM.COL] 

Обе Obe Both[MASC.COL] 
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Figure 2: Collective Numeral Declensions 

 

 

There are many linguists who have attempted to qualify, systemize, or identify the 

uses of the collective and cardinal numerals in Russian. For example, Mel’čuk (1995a) 

argues that odin is a cardinal numeral, not an adjective, based on its properties and 

distribution of usage. In fact, Mel’čuk (1995a) provides a 17-point list of the defining 

properties of a cardinal numeral in Russian, including semantic properties, syntactic 

properties, and morphological properties. Mel’čuk (1995b) contends with the potential 

difference between the collective and cardinal numeral system, focusing on the 

distinction between dva [two[CAR]] and dvoe [two[COL]]. Wade (1992) discusses the 

various uses of the collective numerals for four pages, instructing the reader that the 

collective numeral is preferred with “plural-only nouns” and that the use of the collective 

numeral with feminine animate nouns is “a mark of substandard colloquial Russian” 

(Wade 1992, p. 208, 209). 

 Šerbbi (1950) describes collective numerals in contrast to cardinal and ordinal 

numbers, without a strict definition. Rather, Šerbbi (1950) chooses to describe collective 

Nominative двое dvoe[COL.NOM] 

Genitive двоих dvoix[COL.GEN] 

Dative двоим dvoim[COL.DAT] 

Accusative 

 

двоих 

 

двое 

  

 

dvoix[COL.ACC.AN] 

 

dvoe[COL.ACC.INAN] 

Instrumental двоими dvoimi[COL.INST] 

Prepositional двоих dvoix[COL.PREP] 
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numerals through their uses, namely with plural nouns, with plural subjects, with plural 

masculine nouns, and never with plural feminine nouns. This theme runs throughout the 

literature regarding collective numerals in Russian: the collective noun is a stylistic 

preference with plural masculine nouns and could be used interchangeably with cardinal 

numerals. 

 Nakonetčnaja-Lalann (2013) identifies several sources which classify and 

distinguish collective numerals from cardinal numerals (cf. Apresjan 2004, Rozental 

2003, Buslaev 1868, Vinogradov 1986, Zaliznjak 1967, Mel’čuk 1985 and Suprun 1959). 

Each identification agrees with those above. Nakonetčnaja-Lalann (2013), however, takes 

issue with their identifications and delineations. 

Thus, the article by Viktoria Vladimirovna Nakonetčnaja-Lalann addresses the 

issue of whether to use a collective or a cardinal number with an animate noun. 

Nakonetčnaja-Lalann does this through an analysis of several pieces of Russian literature 

or other written sources. Nakonetčnaja-Lalann argues firmly against the previous 

linguists’ assertion that the choice of a collective or a cardinal number is purely stylistic. 

Rather, she argues that the choice of the numeral is constrained by semantic and syntactic 

features of the discourse. 

This, therefore, is my motivation for translating this article. Nakonetčnaja-Lalann 

(2013) goes against the previous scholars and provides a unique argument for the 

expansion of linguistic knowledge regarding collective numerals.
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

On the Matter of the Function of Collective Numerals in Contemporary Russian 

 

Viktoria Nakonetčnaja-Lalann 

 

Translated by: Mackenzie Chandler  

 

 

Introduction 

 

 This article is dedicated to the function of collective numerals of the type 

dvoe[COL] in conjunction with animate masculine nouns, and in particular those situations 

in which the speaker has the choice between the collective and the cardinal numerals: 

dva[CAR] studenta[MASC.GEN.SING] or dvoe[COL] studentov[MASC.GEN.PLU]. Traditionally these 

constructions are described as synonymic, where the difference between them is seen 

only on the stylistic level (Apresjan 2004, 267-272; Rozental 2003, 159-161). However, 

the analysis shows that in a broader context, the differences in the usage of these 

numerals is often connected with an accentuation of focus on the different aspects of 

meanings and not in the function of the numerals themselves.  

 We propose that the choice of the collective numeral in similar combinations is 

not regulated by style of speech, but by its dual functions: in distinction from a cardinal 

numeral, a collective numeral, within the operation of defining quantity, separates an 

individual group of elements from a plurality of analogous objects and then 

individualizes them. Thus, the goal of our short research is
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(a) To propose an interpretive outline which will make it possible to describe 

functional collective numbers in conjunction with animate masculine nouns. 

(b) To demonstrate, by relying on broad contextual material, that there are some 

semantic differences between the two categories of numbers which arise from 

the substitution of one number for the other. 

 

 In the literature dedicated to collective numbers, the connection between numbers 

and categories of animacy and totality is repeatedly stressed. (Buslaev 1868, 229; 

Vinogradov 1986, 257–259; Zaliznjak 1967, 70; Mel’čuk 1985, 381–403; Suprun 1959, 

82). Linguists delineated a series of conditions which organized the usage of the 

collective numbers on the basis of these particularities within Russian studies.  

One of these conditions is the combination of these numbers primarily with the 

naming of individuals of the masculine gender. In particular, it is accepted that collective 

numbers more often go with nouns designating individuals of lower rank (for example: 

dvoe soldat/studentov)  and cardinal numbers go with nouns designating individuals of 

higher social status (for example: dva generala/professora) (Mel’čuk 1985, 378, 383; 

Rozental 2003, 161; Suprun 1959, 80-81). However, recent research does not support this 

distribution of the use of cardinal and collective numbers. Thus, T.E. Janko notes that 

polysemic words, such as professor, efrator, admiral, capable of indicating names of duty 

or post, as well as rank, function more often in combination with cardinal numbers, even 

for the designation of group subjects. Although, collective numbers remain entirely 

permissible here. However, in comparison with cardinal numbers, collective numbers 

have a more complex structure. Sharing the opinion of I.A. Mel’čuk about the quasi-
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exceptional usage of collective numbers for the designation of a group of individuals, 

T.E. Janko comes to the conclusion that collective numbers “form a concept of a group of 

people who are unified in accordance with some ontological sign” (Janko 2002, 178). 

The position of linguists N.P. Dobrušina and S.A. Panteleeva (Dobrušina and Panteleeva 

2008, 113-114, 120) somewhat differs from the position of T.E. Janko. They note that the 

usage of collective numbers is more frequent with nouns for which collective behavior is 

characteristic. As a rule, it is inherent namely to those nouns of individuals which more 

often function in the plural. In the case of collective numbers, what is communicatively 

delineated is not an individual object, but a collective. Thus, in a combination of nouns 

with collective numbers in which the nouns designate an individual, one observes, 

namely, the individualization of plural objects.  

 Thus, when one combines nouns which designate an individual with collective 

numbers, one observes the individualization of plural objects. 

All of the positions stated above harmoniously complement each other. However, 

the analysis of the function of collective numbers, based especially on the semantics of 

naming, does not allow one to consider all of the features of their uses with naming 

individuals, and does not give a comprehensive answer to the posed question. Since a 

collective number may be combined with both marked and unmarked nouns with respect 

to social position, it would be logical in the analysis, alongside the semantic question, to 

take into account context as well, and not be limited to only isolated expressions. 

In this article, we will suggest a description of the mechanism of the function of 

collective numbers from the communicative point of view. This approach will take into 

account an analysis of examples with the inclusion of broader contextual material. For the 
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solution of this basic question about the difference in meaning between collective and 

cardinal numbers, we will resort to the reception of substitution. We believe that a 

collective number activates a dual perception of the group of enumerated elements which 

are perceived as one whole. This multitude is primary in relationship to its referenced set 

of elements. Consequently, the process of the individualization of these elements occurs 

within the framework of the given group. The position on a collective number, which is a 

marker of the operation of individualization, is supported by the fact that these numbers, 

used primarily in the function of a subject, indicate a small quantity of objects and are 

almost always combined with animate nouns of the masculine gender. 

We propose the following hypothesis: in distinction from a cardinal number, a 

collective number contributes to the dual perception of counted elements and refers to a 

ready notion about the idea, to which also belongs an actualized group of these elements. 

From this situation we proceed on the assumption that the primary syntagym with a 

collective number arises as a consequence of the process of the imposition of two poles: 

the first pole presents itself as the aggregate of analogous objects, which can be 

represented by the following concept: ([X]Qnt,Qlt). With this, the qualitative and 

quantitative indices of objects are perceived globally. The second pole is an actualized 

class of elements which are to be individualized ([X1QntQlt, X2Qnt,Qlt, X3Qnt,Qlt, ...]). The 

operations of defining quantity and quality are applied to each of them. Supporting the 

hypothesis of B. Uspenskij that the combination of a collective number with the genitive 

plural is not meant to be an amalgamation of individual persons, but rather, “the singling 

out of some group (consisting of two, three, four individuals) from the overall total” 

(Uspenskij 2004, 40), we believe, that within the operation of quantification, the 
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collective number, in particular, participates in the mechanism of the singling out of a 

small group of elements from a multitude of objects. In other words, the partitive 

meaning of enumerated elements, actualized by a collective number. We present such 

mechanism with the following schematic:  

• [X]Qnt,Qlt (NumNom) [X1Qnt,Qlt, X2Qnt,Qlt, X3Qnt,Qlt ...] 

In this outline we have two poles, where [X]Qnt,Qlt denotes an actualized total of 

analogous elements, which can be identified by one concept. [X1Qnt,Qlt, X2Qnt,Qlt, X3Qnt,Qlt ...] 

denotes a class of elements, in need of individualization, and (NumNom) presents itself 

as a primary syntagym with a collective number, occurring from the imposition between 

the two poles. We single out three methods of actualization of this concept [X]Qnt,Qlt : 

a) The actualization by means of context (see Part 2) 

b) The actualization by means the word’s semantics (see Part 3) 

c) The actualization through reference and situation (see Part 4) 

We will proceed to the study of each of them. 

 

 

2  The actualization by means of context  

 

 The actualization of [X]Qnt, Qlt develops through the context which is on the left of 

the collective numeral. Here one can see two occurrences of the use of the collective 

number. The first of these is that it brings forward the marked actualization of countable 

objects, forming one whole, the presumption of the existence of which is understood in 

the context below (see (1a) and (2a)). In the second occurrence, it moreover divides out 

the small group from the already actualized class of elements: it has a partitive meaning 

(see (3a) and (4a)). 
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(1)    A. [General Vakar wants to go to the grave of a young dead police officer. In order to 

know where it is located, he goes to the workplace of the dead officer, with the goal of asking 

his comrades. He does not know the police officers who are stationed at the post where he goes 

first, but he knows that there must be a few of them there.] 

He [Vakar] exited from the car, general stars and bar of ribbons shining. [...] 

Entering into the building of the metro station “Taganskaja”, he looked for the 

door, above which was written “Police”, and without hesitation entered. In the 

quarters were troe[COL] milicionerov [three policemen]  who mechanically leapt 

up upon seeing the general. 

 “Good afternoon!” they ungracefully welcomed Vakar. 

(A. Marinina. Ybijca ponevoli) i 

 

It is in example (1a) where the starting point for the formation of the particular 

syntagym with the number troe[COL] serves the presumption of the existence of referents, 

which are implicitly expressed in the text to the left of the numeral. The general expected 

the meeting with the police personnel, considering that he was in the police branch. The 

possibility of the use in the French translation of the definite article supports this idea. 

The use of the definite article signifies the supposition of the existence of the referent: 

The three policemen who were found in the locale leapt up at the sight of the general. 

The obligatory use of the collective number in the utterance (1a) is also due to the 

contradiction arising between the presumption of the existence and the type of syntactic 

construction itself. The question is one of a distinct sentence, which serves for the 

indication of the existence of the object in the given place. Since the presence of the 
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police in advance was assumed, the purpose of the utterance (1a) is a communication 

about their reaction to the appearance of the general; the indication of the reaction 

conveys the participle use. This part of the sentence cannot be removed, since such a 

change would give us a different context:  

 

(1) B.  In the quarters were troe[COL] milicionerov [three policemen]. They 

mechanically jumped up upon seeing the general. 

The variant (1B) does not convey the spontaneous reaction of the policemen on 

the appearance of the general, and the action becomes an inadequate speech situation. 

The usage of the collective number allows the specification of the policemen, who 

had existed until then only abstractly and virtually. The quantitative meaning, expressed 

by the collective number, seems secondary in the above case. The substitution of the 

collective number with the cardinal, in our view, is also not possible in this context: 

 

(1)   C. ??In the quarters were tri[CAR] milicionera [three policemen], who 

 mechanically leapt up upon seeing the general.  

 

We find the confirmation of this idea in The New Explanatory Dictionary of 

Synonynms of the Russian Language (Apresjan 2004, 268): the collective numbers 

precisely indicate that the subjects are considered to be one group. The very existence of 

the cardinal number in the utterance (1a) would not give a basis to consider that the 

subjects are located together. The use of the cardinal number is acceptable in the case if 

the general entered into some other building and not into the police station. 
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Consequently, one could never, in advance, make the assumption about the presence of 

the policemen there. Their presence in that place is new information, requiring 

actualization, and in this case we observe a change of the context to the right (see 1d): 

 

(3)  D. In the building of urban administration there were tri[CAR] militsionera 

 [three policemen]. They sat in small quarters at a round table and calmly 

 conversed. Upon seeing the general, they mechanically stood up. 

 

In the example (2a) the presumption of the existence of the referents relies on the 

preceding context: Točno stalo izvestno, čto zavtra budut spuskat’sja al’pinisty. [It 

became certain that tomorrow the mountain climbers will descend.] The syntax of the 

clause which follows the aforementioned sentence—dvoe[COL] straxujut, odin[CAR] idët 

[two spotting, one descending]—in which the nominalization of the collective number 

dvoe[COL] was conditioned by the preceding indication to the indefinite quantity of 

subjects (the mountain climbers), serves as evidence that, from the beginning, the speech 

was particularly about a group of mountain climbers. The observer, being in the camp for 

mountain climbers, expected to see them. The use of the collective number allows the 

speaker to concretize the mountain climbers, who existed until then only virtually. The 

narrator, a synchronic observer of the occurrence, aims to convey a unified perception of 

what has been seen. As in the first example, the communicative unity is destroyed if we 

remove the participle clause from the given example.  

 

(2)  A. [Solouxin sets out with his friend in the mountain Tjan’-Šhan in Kirgizstan. The goal 

 of their travel is the ascent to the peak of Adygen, one of the most well-known peaks of 
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 the mountain chain Tjan’-Šhan. Before the beginning of the ascent it is necessary that they 

 undergo training in the camp of the mountain climbers.] 

Točno stalo izvestno [It became certain] that tomorrow, between ten and 

eleven from Teke-Tor, budut spuskat’sja al’pinisty [the mountain climbers 

will descend]. They will make the ascent along a different route, which for 

us is unobservable, but they will have to descend in our direction along the 

snow-white slope. We had rappelling classes, but now and then we glanced 

at the distant peak... We had the spyglass. Someone finally cried:  

-There it is! There it is! I see... 

-They are going down!—exclaimed the one watching—Dvoe[COL] straxujut, 

odin[CAR] idët [two spotting, one descending]... 

My turn to watch came... On the virgin slope Teke-Tor... I saw now a 

vertical furrow, beginning on the same peak and running along the snowy 

slope. On this furrow, on lower peaks, stood dvoe[COL[ alpinistov [mountain 

climbers] and, obviously, icepicks were driven into the snow, spotting the 

third who was significantly below them. Remoteness and scale of the 

observed was such, that the downward movement of the mountain climbers 

was only supposed, and not obvious.ii 

 

(2)  B. ?? On the furrow of the lower peak stood dva[COL] alpinista [two mountain 

 climbers] who, obviously, having driven icepicks into the snow, were 

 spotting the third, who was significantly below them.  
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In both examples (2a) and (2b) the quantitative function of the number remains 

secondary. Given the substitution of the collective number by the cardinal number in this 

utterance, the information about the presumption of the existence of the referents is lost, 

and the appearance of the mountain climbers becomes new information (see 2b), 

requiring actualization. The use of the cardinal number is possible given the condition 

that the right context will have changed, just as on the left (see 2c).  

 

(2)  C.  My turn to look in the spyglass came. The peak of Teke-Tor was clearly 

 visible. I admired its virgin, unblemished steep slope. On the vertical 

 furrow, located on the lower peak, stood dva[CAR] alpinista [two mountain 

 climbers]. Their silhouettes were not altogether clearly visible on the quiet 

 white background.  

 

In the utterance (2b), the indication of the referents is new information. The narrator, 

admiring the landscape, reports to his interlocutor about the appearance of the two 

mountain climbers, not at all supposing to guess about their existence. 

 The next two examples (3a) and (4a) demonstrate the second occurrence, when 

the group of elements refer to an idea which is prepared with the introduction of the 

context to the left; the function of the collective number is not limited only to the marked 

presumption of the existence of the group of referents. The collective number 

reestablishes the connection between the two poles, it participates in the mechanism of 

dividing a small group from the actualized class of elements. 
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(3)  A. [In the time of WWII a Soviet detachment, including the intelligence unit “The North 

 Star” landed on the shore of the Baltic Sea from the submarine base in order to occupy 

 a defensive position. The political officeriii is checking the outposts and listening posts.] 

  June 15th, 1941 

 

And in this hour the radio operator at the headquarters received alarming 

news... The fascists had appeared on the Primorskoye Highway... “The 

North Star” began to prepare the landing party for the landing on the shore. 

I was assigned by the political officer to the third platoon. Within this 

platoon vsja korabel’naja intelligencija [the entire ship’s intelligence unit] 

were collected, not without spite, the field investigator explained, having 

formed the landing party... In the third platoon arrived vse muzykanty 

duxovogo orkestra [all of the musicians of the brass band], the clerk from 

the Political Department, the postman, the projectionist, and the typesetter 

from the printing house... The landing party landed on the wooded shore... 

We moved on foot between the littered forest to the Primorskoye Highway 

and there we occupied a defensive position according to plan... I was 

randomly checking the posts and listening posts. Troje[COL] muzykantov 

[three  musicians] managed to obtain alcohol during the campaign; 

arranged in the undergrowth of fern, as if on a picnic, they were drinking 

and eating. Then, putting fuses in grenades and surrounded by machine gun 

belts, they imagined themselves to be “brothers” of the Bolshevik 

Revolution: they walked clumsily, no one wanted to listen and demanded 

they immediately be set on an intelligence assignment. The “brothers” had 

loaded grenades suspended on their belts, so that they bumped into one 
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another and could explode at any minute. I had to disarm the musicians 

forcefully, arrest them, and there in the forest order them to sleep under the 

watch of two guards.iv 

 

Here the totality of elements from which a small group of elements is delineated,  

[X]Qnt, Qlt was introduced long before this (vsja korabel’naja intelligenciaja [the entire 

ship’s intelligence unit], vse muzykanty duxovogo orkestra [all  of the musicians of the 

brass band]). The use of the collective number, without which the referent is lost, in this 

example necessarily has to do with [X]Qnt, Qlt. It serves as a type of connecting link 

between the poles and refers to the prepared notion about the concept. It is hard to allow 

the use in this utterance the combination of words tri[CAR] muzykanta [three musicians] 

without consideration of the context to the left. Such substitution would lead to an absurd 

situation (see (3b)): it is unclear, what the three drunk musicians do in the forest with 

weapons in their hands. It serves as proof that in French this phrase would be translated 

as trois de musiciens ‘troe[COL] iz muzykantov [three musicians]. At the same time, the 

utterance (3c) with the nouns boec [soldier], soldat [soldier] is absolutely acceptable. 

 

(3)  B. *Tri[CAR] muzykanta [three musicians] managed to obtain alcohol during 

 the campaign; arranged in the undergrowth of fern, as if on a picnic, they 

 were drinking and eating. 

 

(3)  C.  Tri[CAR] bojca / tri[CAR] soldata [three soldiers / three soldiers] managed 

 to obtain, during the campaign, alcohol. 
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 However, during the actualization of [X]Qnt, Qlt the speaker finds him/herself faced 

with the choice of number, since the cardinal number may replace the collective and vice 

versa—inasmuch as there is no need to explain the place of action, which becomes obvious 

thanks to the contextual juxtaposition (see (3d)): 

 

(3) D.  We got ready for the concert. Before stepping on stage I decided to  

check the behavior of the participants.  

Tri[CAR] muzykanta [three musicians]/troe[COL] muzykantov [three 

musicians] had already managed to drink, while the others were still 

restraining themselves. 

 

Now we discern the occurrence when the referent is only actualized thanks to the 

proceeding context and when the referent once again appears in the theme of the 

utterance. The assumption of the existence of the referent had been assigned the same 

syntactic construction as in the example (4a): ix bylo četvero[COL] [they were four]. A 

question arises: What is the role of the collective number in the subsequent utterance? 

Being the connecting link between the two poles, it refers to the prepared notion of the 

idea of the referent, which has moved to the periphery of speaker’s consciousness, and 

participates in the operation of the separation of the elements from the actualized group.  

 

(4) A. [One day, on the wild shore of the Yenisej, four tourists turn up to fish for sterlets they 

caught. After catching three big fish, they decide to prepare fish soup.] 

At this time, not tourists, but rather business men landed on the wild shore 

of the Yenisej... ix bylo četvero[COL] [they were four] young people, white 
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collar office laborers. They were warmly welcomed... The nomad fisherman 

tried to fish grayling and lenok in the Surnixa and the Oparixa, however 

they did not succeed... Time passed but no sterlets were caught... Morning 

came... The vacationers with anticipation of success gathered three 

sterlets... and decided to celebrate their first success with fish soup... The 

vacationers did not boil fish soup—they behaved with solemnity. Shivering 

from the anticipation of the rare food, one of the fishermen disemboweled 

the sterlets, another hung a round caldron, one resembling a war helmet, on 

the trivet, in which there was a whitened potato, onions, a lone bay leaf, and 

black pepper corns—it absolutely must be peppercorn because, in their 

reasoning, the mixture wasn’t very tasty with ground pepper. Two 

fishermen arranged, under the steep bank, the koptilkav, at first, by order of 

experience, “charging” with roachvi, so that later, when they are 

overflowing with sterlet, they wouldn’t waste time preparing the device.vii  

 

In the example (4a) the group of subjects [X]Qnt, Qlt was made in another situation: 

landed on the wild shore of the Yenisei were not tourists, but rather business men... ix bylo 

četvero[COL] [they were four]. The use here of the collective number is necessarily for the 

reactualization of the group and the creation of a link between two poles. The narrator 

consecutively describes the actions of each fisherman: two of them prepare the fish soup, 

and the two others are occupied with mounting the koptilka. This communicative situation 

makes the use of the word ribak with the collective number possible. It is precisely the 

syntagym with the number dvoe (two) which makes possible, in this context, to indicate 
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not the unification of individuals, but rather the separation of a group, consisting of two 

individuals from a general amalgamation of fishermen. It is significant that in this case in 

the French translation a definite article appears together with the adjective dernier: les deux 

derniers pêcheurs [other: the two other fishermen].  

 

(4) B. The vacationers did not boil the fish soup-- they behaved with solemnity. 

Shivering with anticipation of the rare food, one of the visiting fishermen 

disemboweled the sterlets, the other hung a round caldron, one resembling 

a war helmet, on the trivet, in which was a whitened potato, onions... 

??Dva[CAR] rybaka [two fishermen] adjusted, under the steep bank, the 

koptilka, at first, by order of experience, “charging” with roachviii, so that 

later, when they are overflowing with sterlet, they wouldn’t waste time 

preparing the device.ix 

 

In example (4b) the use of cardinal numbers seems unacceptable since the 

procedure of the enumeration of elements in interrupted. The noun syntagym with the 

cardinal number dva[CAR] rybaka [two fishermen] introduces a new referent and also simply 

continues the enumeration. Thus the use of the collective number is an essential condition 

in the construction of the utterance’s unity. It indicates that, having been separated from 

the group of elements it belongs to earlier, it had been named the aggregate of analogous 

objects (odin iz priežix rybakov; drugoj)[one of the visiting fishermen, the other]. In 

French, the translation deux pêcheurs [two fishermen] creates exactly such effect as 

dva[CAR] rybaka [two fishermen: dva[CAR] [two] fishermen, not belonging with the group. 
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In order for the utterance to have denoted that these individuals were unified in one group, 

a supplementary modifier must be introduced. 

We will now look at the opposite case, when the referent has yet to be actualized 

(4c): 

 

(4) C. Many days in a row čityri[CAR] rybaka/četvero[COL] rybakov [four 

fishermen/four fishermen] went out to sea but could not find a place to fish 

at all. And then one day they were lucky—they caught a huge sterlet. The 

friends decided to mark their success with fish soup. Once on the shore, they 

set to work. *Dva[CAR]/dvoe[COL] [two/two] gutted the fish, the third cleaned 

the potato, the fourth built the fire. 

 

In the example (4c), having changed the context, with the introduction of [X]Qnt, Qlt, the 

cardinal number can replace the collective čityri[CAR] rybaka/četvero[COL] rybakov [four 

fishermen/four fishermen]. Such a situation does not have an effect upon the unity of the 

speech situation. For further context, the collective number is necessary in the following 

casesx: if the noun is deleted (4d) or if the pronoun was used earlier (4e)-(4f): 

 

(4) D. *Dva[CAR]/Dvoe[COL] [two/two] gutted fish, the third cleaned the potatoes, 

and the fourth built the fire. 

(4) E. Odin iz nix [one of them] gutted the fish, drugoj [the other] cleaned the 

potato, and dvoe[COL] drugix / ostal’nye dvoe[COL] [two others/the remaining 

two] built a fire. 
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(4) F. Odin iz ribakov [one of the fishermen] gutted the fish,? ?dva[CAR] 

ribaka/??dvoe[COL] ribakov /dvoe[COL] /*dva[CAR] [two fishermen /two 

fishermen / two / two] cleaned the potato, and četvjortyj [the fourth] built 

the fire. 

 

 

3 Actualization by means of the inherent semantics of the word 

 

The second method of actualization provides for the case when, in the construction 

of the noun syntagym, the choice of the collective number ultimately depends on the lexical 

content of the noun (see (5a)): 

 

(5) A. I am a Moscovite, mat’ dvoix[COL.GEN] detej [a mother of two children]. 

The children’s district clinic which my children have been assigned to, for 

a number of reasons does not suit me. Can I choose a different clinic for 

them? 

(Moscovskaja pravda. 23.7.2007)xi 

 

 In example (5a) the notion of the existence of the referent has been included in the 

lexical meaning of the noun mat’ [mother]. Thus, in the composition of the noun phrase 

mat’ dvoix[COL.GEN] detej [a mother of two children], the obligatory use of the collective 

number is determined by the same semantics of the main word of the noun syntagym. 

The collective number refers to the prepared notion that mat’ [mother] assumes the 

existence of detej [children], the question is only about their enumeration. However, in 

forms of indirect cases, the combinations with cardinal numbers are excepted: golosa 
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dvux[CAR.GEN] detej [the voices of two children]. Could one use the noun syntagym mat’ 

dvux[CAR.GEN] detej (mother of two children) in this context?  

 

(5) B. I am a Moscovite, mat’ dvukh[CAR.GEN] detej (a mother of two children). 

The children’s district clinic which my children have been assigned to, for 

a number of reasons does not suit me. Can I choose a different clinic for 

them? 

 

In this utterance only the use of the collective number is permissible. The use of the 

cardinal number, at first glance, is possible, but at the same time it causes not only 

deindividualization of the referents, but also deprives the noun phrase of its referential 

status, which it contradicts the communicative strategy of the speaker. Such usage of this 

type is only permissible in a generalized context. Compare examples (6a) and (6b): 

 

(6) A. With the reduction from the first of January, 2008, the period of service 

on call from 2 to one year is considerably reduced and a quantity of 

deferment is granted from completion of military war service. Beginning 

on Jan. 1st, 2008, the deferments have been canceled for: conscripts of 

those mat’ [mother] (father) besides themselves who have dvux[CAR.GEN] 

two or more children in age up to 8 or a child who has had a disability 

since childhood, and who is raising children without a husband (wife).xii 
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 This is one of the types of summarized usage, where a cardinal number is 

obligatory and the substitution of it with a collective is excluded. 

 

(6) B. She is my friend’s wife, I have no feelings for her like a husband 

would; I do not allow myself thoughts about her as a woman, to me she is 

like a relative—my friend’s wife, mat’ dvux[CAR.GEN] detej [mother of two 

children], imprisoned in a happy family. 

(M. Prišvin. Dnevniki. 1918) 

 

 Here too the cardinal number is used in the familial use (wife, taken in the 

abstract sense), where the noun deti [children] has been deprived of referential status, in 

spite of the fact that the question is about two real subjects. The combination of words 

mat’ dvux[CAR.GEN] detej [mother of two children] may be easily replaced for ženščina, 

imejuščaja dvux[CAR.GEN] detej [a wife, who has two children], but at the same time the 

content of the context remains unchanged.  

 

 

4 The actualization through reference to a situation 

 

 As the example of the third method of actualization, we will discern the special 

case of the use of collective number, where their communicative function is clearly 

visible: the headline of a newspaper article. Completely free, without any limitations, the 

function of the collective numbers in constructions of similar types is explained by the 

task of the headline—the presentation of the results of a certain event, but also an 

announcement of results and consequence of some act (see (7)): 
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(7) Dvoe[COL] [Two] Lone Thieves Robbed Temples of Kursk 

At noon on November 11th at the Sergievo-Kazanskij cathedral, located in the 

center of Kursk on Gor’kyj street, right after the conclusion of services, a young 

man entered. Threatening the vendor of church literature with a knife, he openly 

stole three books, whose total value was 150 rubles... Soon after field 

investigators seized the 20-year-old, unemployed man from Volgograd on that 

very street, not far from the place of the crime.  

Such fate befell another unemployed man, who snatched the keys, entered into the 

Catholic church Dormition of the Mother of God. After his visit, a gold 

decoration, documents and currency disappeared, the total sum more than $7,000 

or 15,000 rubles.  (Komsomol’skaja pravda. Kursk. 19.11.2002) 

This example shows the paradoxical use of the noun syntagym with the collective 

number dvoe[COL] vorov-odinoček [two lone thieves], considering the two thieves acted 

not together, but individually: from the point of view of the extra-linguistic reality they 

don’t represent a group. Only on the linguistic level, when the journalist totals and unites 

a few incomplete cases, do they create a group. Since each of them acted in different 

conditions, one could expect the use of the cardinal number dva[CAR] vorov-odinochki 

[two lone thieves], but, by summing up the two, this difference does not have meaning. 

Consequently, the choice of the number dvoe[COL] [two] has been conditioned here by its 

use in the headline. We notice that in this type of construction in French, the definite 

article appears: Le chauffard ne s’est pas arêtê: 2 morts (the driver didn’t stop: 2 dead). 

However there are cases when the use of the collective number is absolutely ruled out: in 
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names of literary works (Dva[CAR] kapitana V. Kaverina, Tri[CAR] tolstjaka Ju. Oleši and 

others) the use of the collective number is not permitted. The noun group is used outside 

the sentence, without a verb, and its function is different: the introduction of main 

personages, but not the summarization of a certain event. On the other hand, we observe 

that nouns of the feminine gender more and more often combined with a collective 

number, and such examples are the most frequent mainly in headlines of newspaper 

articles (see (8-10)):  

(8) Četvero[COL] japonok (four Japanese women) recipient of award for “most 

beautiful legs”.xiii 

(9) In the first 10 ratings of WTA were pjatero[COL] rossijanok [five Russian 

women].xiv 

(10) Semero[COL] rossijskix ljokoatletok [seven Russian women track and field 

athletes] were disqualified for two years for testing positive on a drug-test. 

(Rossiskaja gazeta. 20.10.2008)xv  

 

 

5 Conclusion 

 

 The analysis of several types of contexts aid us to demarcate clearly the functions 

of collective and cardinal numbers as well as the semantic differences linked with these 

numbers. Choosing the free interchangeability of the two categories of numbers, we are 

concerned with the specific limitations in the use of these numbers, which brings 

communicative factors into effect. However, such substitution can introduce a change in 

the content of the whole context and does not always correspond to the initial speech 

situation. Unlike a cardinal number, a collective number marks the actualization of 
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elements, forming an aggregate. The presumption of the existence of the latter is 

determined either through context, or through the semantics of the noun, which is 

controlled by the noun syntagym, or between a reference with a situation, but in operation 

of quantification. The collective number participates precisely in the separating of the 

part from the whole. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

The Translator’s Conclusion: Collective Numerals 

 

 

 This article attempts to better account for when collective numerals may be used 

with animate masculine nouns through evidence found within the corpora. Nakonetčnaja-

Lalann (2013) argues that a speaker’s choice between a collective and a cardinal numeral 

is often semantic in nature. Therefore, one must consider the context in which the speaker 

will use the numeral as the choice between the collective and the cardinal is embedded 

within said context. Thus, Nakonetčnaja-Lalann argues that a speaker may use the 

collective numeral in three specific instances and that, in specific cases, the collective 

numeral acts as a bridge between the introduction of the referent and the subgrouping of 

individuals from the collective. Thus, not only may a speaker use a collective numeral to 

delineate a group, but also to signal the existence of a referent. 

 The author supports this specific argument with the use of translated examples in 

French, highlighting the use of the definite article with the target example. Thus, the 

author likens the use of the collective numeral to the use of the definite article for the 

purpose of establishing the speaker’s knowledge of the referent.  

 Furthermore, the author argues that a speaker can convey unity through a 

collective numeral when expressing a unified perception of a subgroup within a larger 

group context. This is an important assertion, especially for those whose languages do not 

include collective numerals, for the author argues that it is the collective numeral itself 

which unites a referent or large group, [X]Qnt,Qlt, with a subsequent subgroup, [X1Qnt,Qlt, 

X2Qnt,Qlt...]. It is hard to convey this sense in English as English speakers cannot do this 
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merely through a number choice, but rather must convey this sense through a series or 

sets of phrases. Take, for example, the following passage: 

 

As I sat on the hill, I saw a group of geese. From this group, four geese flew to 

the top of the hill beside me. These four geese clearly wanted some bread, but two 

of these geese were more adamant than the others. 

 

 The italicized phrases demonstrate extra information needed to maintain a sense 

of continuity between the larger group and the smaller subgroup. According to the author, 

however, a Russian speaker would use collective numerals to maintain this sense. This is 

the purpose of the author’s explanation of ix bylo četvero in the context of the larger 

passage (4a).  

 Moreover, the author asserts that the quantitative nature of the collective numeral 

is secondary to the qualitative function it serves. Thus, it is less important, for example, 

to know that there were four fisherman than to know that these subunits create their own 

unified group, separate from the larger group of people in the town.  

 Finally, a speaker uses a collective numeral when it is explicitly required by the 

semantics of a noun or, surprisingly, when summarizing referents in a newspaper article. 

The most novel of the author’s findings is that of the use of feminine nouns with 

collective numerals, for the majority of authoritative work on the subjecti asserts that 

collective numerals must not be used with feminine nouns unless explicitly required by 

the semantics of the noun. Therefore, this article provides novel information which 

should inform current morphosyntactic theory, grounded in Greenberg (1972).  
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 There are, however, several limitations of this research and possible extensions. 

For example, although the article provides several examples in which collective numerals 

are used, the author neglects to collect data from spoken word or spontaneous speech. 

The author further neglects to conduct grammaticality judgment tasks with other native 

speakers, relying solely on the abilities of published authors and their written speech and 

Nakonetčnaja-Lalann’s own personal judgments. Furthermore, the author relies on a 

relatively small sample size to support her arguments without incorporating any data 

from modern speakers.   

 However, there is a potential explanation for the author’s hesitancy to conduct 

online tasks with native speakers. Due to the long-held tradition within Russian academia 

to rely solely upon previously published material, the author may be hesitant to conduct 

online tasks. One could understand this hesitancy as a holdover from the USSR, when 

anyone could question your motives or findings and, thus, ruin your academic career. 

Therefore, due to these potential constraints found within Russian academia, further 

research must be conducted to verify the author’s claims. For example, studies involving 

a native speaker’s use of collective numerals with feminine nouns would be particularly 

interesting and worthwhile to research as it may point to current structural change within 

modern Russian. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 

 

A Brief Description and History of Analytical Adjectives 

 

 

 Analytical adjectives are linguistic units that modify a following noun. In a 

language like English, analytical adjectives do not exist: English allows nouns to be 

modified in several different ways and does not limit or require any specific ending or 

modification to a word so that it can modify a noun. For example, in English it is 

perfectly acceptable to modify the word ‘meeting’ with either an adjective, a noun, or 

even certain adverbs: “a long[ADJ] meeting”, “a business[N] meeting”, or “the meeting 

ahead[ADV]”.  

 In a language like Russian, however, analytical adjectives arise and become 

problems for language learners because Russian requires specific adjectival endings. The 

only word which is allowed to modify a noun in Russian, then, is a word which is either 

inherently an adjective or one which can be turned into an adjective. For example, the 

noun zal ‘hall[MASC]’ can be modified by the word bolšoj ‘large[MASC]’ because bolšoj 

exists as an adjective and can decline as an adjective. It cannot, however, be modified by 

the noun fitnis ‘fitness[???]’ because this word appears to be a noun and does not have 

adjectival morphology. Nonetheless, the word fitnis-zal appears in corpora and is used in 

modern Russian. This phenomenon occurs primarily with nouns of external origin, 

mostly from Romance or Germanic languages like English or French. Russian linguists 

have hotly debated the status of words like fitnis since 1954 when Melnikov published his 

first article on “Neizmenjaemye prilagatelnye” [Indeclinable adjectives].  
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Brander (2001) defines analytical adjectives as words which modify a noun, 

typically in the postposition and typically of a foreign origin. He further argues that these 

linguistic units should be considered adjectives, not nouns, despite their lack of 

declension or adjectival morphology as they directly modify a noun. Thus, Brander 

argues that modern linguists must accept that the modification system in Russian is 

changing and that their definition of adjectives and adjectival modifiers must expand to 

include these ‘analytical adjectives’.   

Sokolova & Èdberg (2019) appears to be the only article which consults both a 

corpora of written data and a set group of participants. The authors sought to identify the 

places in which analytical adjectives could go and if they could be converted into 

‘typical’ adjectives which native speakers would accept. Sokolova & Èdberg (2019) 

found that these adjectives could appear in three separate positions—the preposition, the 

postposition, and, in certain cases, as stand-alone units. They also found that many 

analytical adjectives could be converted into “traditional” adjectives and remain 

grammatical. Thus, they argue that, although these adjectives pose an issue to linguists 

who may argue that the Russian modification system is not changing, there is room for 

these analytical adjectives to be included into the current inflectional system of 

modification.  

 This debate is the first subject which A. A. Gorbov’s (2016) article attempts to 

address. Gorbov’s main issue, however, is with M. V. Panov’s 1971 seminal article on 

analytical adjectives, Ob analitičeskix prilagatelnix ‘On analytical adjectives’. Panov 

defines analytical adjectives, creates several different types of adjectives, and creates 
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subclasses for each type. As Gorbov notes in his article, the majority of linguists agree 

with Panov’s demarcation and definitions.  

 Therefore, this system is what Gorbov critiques and attempts to argue against in 

his article, Analitičeskye prilagatelnye v russkom jazyke: Javljajutsja li vce oni 

prilagatelnymi, i dejstvitelno li oni analiticheskye? [‘Analytical adjectives’ in Russian: 

are they all adjectives and are they all truly analytical?]. He attempts to discuss the flaws 

found within Panov’s classification system and demonstrate his arguments through 

examples in modern corpora. Ultimately, Gorbov (2016) argues that Panov’s 

classification has no basis in the usage patterns found in Russian corpora. He then 

attempts to prove this through three types of tests on the various subclasses of analytical 

adjectives. His article, then, provides unique insight into analytical adjectives in Russian 

which challenges the opinion of many Russian linguists. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: 

 

“Analytical Adjectives” in Russian: are they all adjectives, and are they all truly analytic? 

 

Andrey Gorbov 

 

Translated by: Mackenzie Chandler 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 
The formation of the types internet-kommunikacija [internet 

communication],biznes-soobščestvo [business association], èkonom-klass [economy 

class], USB-port [USB port], Gorbačev-fond [The Gorbachev Foundation], onlajn-

kommercija [online commerce], and the like, without an expressed segmented means of 

linking between a head noun and a prepositive modifier are becoming more and more 

widespread in modern Russian. They represent a dual-component meaning group, of 

which the last component is an independent noun, but the first component is a unit—the 

status of which, in the system of language, requires clarification. The ambiguity of the 

status of the first element gives ambiguity to the status of the whole group.  

A series of studies discusses the place of the disputed modification in the 

hierarchy of the standard language organization in which said units are most often 

considered to be independent words. In light of this, the classifications of the indeclinable 

attributive units (prepositive and postpositive), are usually oriented toward their origin 

and productivity, and not toward the definition of their level of status.  

It is indicated in research dedicated to problems of written unalterable elements 

which appear as modifiers of nouns that the borrowing of such type of unit appeared in 
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Russian on the boundary of the 18th and 19th centuries, but the list of these included only 

a few words indicative of color (bež [beige], bordo [maroon], massaka [red])—see, for 

example, Bondarevskij (2000), Èdberg  (2014). Such words were first identified as a 

separate category of “indeclinable adjectives” by A. A. Shaxmatov (1941, p. 490-491). 

However, in the first decades of the 20th century, the unalterable attributive elements still 

occupied a marginal position in the system of Russian and did not attract rapt attention in 

research. The first works which were especially dedicated to the question of “indeclinable 

adjectives” (see, for example, Mel’nikov 1954, 1963; Molotkov 1960) appeared only in 

the second half of the century, when the tendency toward an increase of quantitative 

attributes with morphemically unexpressed dependence on the modified nouns gained a 

clear delineation. 

M.V. Panov’s article, published in 1971, had the greatest influence on the further 

study of uninflected units appearing as modifiers of nouns. It agrees with the point of 

view that all (such as prepositive and postpositive) indeclinable attributive elements form 

a particular part of speech—'analytic adjectives’.  

Many works on this subject appeared in connection with the abrupt increase in 

details about the use of a combination of nouns with prepositive, indeclinable modifiers 

originating from a foreign language (mainly English) during the transition between the 

20th and 21st centuries. The concept of “analytic adjectives”, posited by M. V. Panov at 

this time, remains the most authoritative. For authors of the majority of this research, “the 

keen question is not so much the noun with the analytic adjectives, but rather precisely 

which class these units belong to” (Èdberg  2014, p. 6), cf. also Bondarevskij (2000), 

Kim (2009), Marinova (2010). Furthermore, the rise in the number and frequency of the 
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usage of indeclinable attributive elements is usually regarded as evidence for the 

development of Russian grammar toward analytic structures. 

In light of these findings, the criteria for the definition of the status of attributive 

elements, used in the prepositive position with a supporting noun, have not, from the 

theoretical point of view, been examined. This work attempts to do so. The treatment of 

indeclinable attributive units as phenomena, which support the hypothesis about the 

increased use of analytics, is likewise called into doubt. Several arguments against this 

treatment will be introduced below.  

 

 

2. “Analytic adjectives:” the range of the concept and classification by M. V. 

Panov 

 
 In accordance with the definition by E.V. Marinova, “the analytic adjective (AA) 

is considered to be an uninflected linguistic unit, which marks an undeclined sign and 

fulfills an attributive function through a relationship with a noun (kartofel’ fri [French 

fries], kury gril’ [chicken grill] onlajn apteka [online pharmacy], kofe instant [instant 

coffee])” in either the post- or preposition (including any variant in spelling, including 

compound words) (Marinova 2010, p. 628). This definition reflects the most extensive 

approach to the study of the phenomenon and corresponds with the interpretation that 

was presented in Panov’s classic article (1971).  Panov likewise merged within the class 

of “analytic adjectives” any unit possessing two differential indications—uninflected and 

attributive functions. We note that in this approach, the elements post- and pri-, used in 

the definition by the author (see “in post- or preposition”), should, apparently, also be 

considered “analytic adjectives”. This seems to be counterintuitive. Nevertheless, M. V. 
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Panov considers creating a new class of word units, which traditionally are considered 

prefixes, for example, sо- in words such as soissledovatel’ [co-investigator], 

soproektirovščik [co-designer], etc. He insists that these units truly are words, see Panov 

(1971, p. 250-251). 

 Among the apportioned grammatical classes of words, 19 subclasses are 

delineated. The principles of their differentiation aren’t always clear: apparently, in 

making the groups, the author was not always guided by grammatical properties of 

classified units, but rather their origin and/or with other criteria, which are not clearly 

formulated in the article. As a result, elements with different characteristics are often 

combined, into one and the same group, while the units with identical, or many close 

characteristics, turn out to be in different groups. 

 In particular, the reasons by which the units xaki [khaki], bež [beige], xindi 

[Hindhi], komi [Komi], ljuks [deluxe], maksi [maxi] and mini [mini] are united in one 

group is unclear: some of these are used only in the postposition with fixed nouns 

(compare cvet bež [the color beige] but not *bež cvet [*the beige-color]), while some are 

used only in the preposition (compare the example from M. V. Panov 1971, p. 241, 

maksi-dolg v mini-funtax [a long-term loan in mini-pounds], but not *dolg maksi v 

funtax-miniii), while some can be in both the preposition and the postposition (komi 

literatura [Komi literature] and literatura komi [literature Komi]). All units which were 

included in this group are borrowings, however there are borrowings presented in other 

groups (for example, in groups 2 and 3). At the same time, the basis of the differentiation 

of certain groups is incomprehensible. For example group 4 (gore-izobretatel' [an 

amateur inventor]) and group 5 (car’-vzjatka [tsar-bribe]): in both groups the prepositive 
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attributive elements are presented with their form coinciding with the nominative singular 

form, but displaying serious semantic shift concerning their lexical meaning. 

 From M. V. Panov’s classification commented on here, quoted in the dissertation 

research of Èdberg  (2014, p 9-10), this analogous conclusion follows: in relation to 

virtually every group of analytic adjectives delineated by Panov, questions about the 

basis of their allocations arise. 

 

 

3 Analytic adjectives and the criteria for the linguistic status of units 

 
 Panov (1971) refers to analytical adjectives as units and as a combination of units, 

the placement of which within a series of independent words contradicts the developed 

tradition (in the following examples, the analytical adjectives are italicized) lžeučenie 

[false doctrine] (group 10), belokazaki [white Cossack] (group 11), teatr dlja cebja 

[theater for theater’s sake] (group 15), tak sebe pisatel’ [so-so writers] (group 16), 

soproektirovščik [co-designer] (group 18). Usually, such elements are perceived by 

native speakers of Russian either as parts of words (lže -, belo -, so-), or as a combination 

(dlja cebja, tak sebe), which is reflected, accordingly, in their words either as continuous 

or distinct writings. However, Panov (1971, p. 250-251) combines them with other 

groups of indeclinable attributes, supposing that “they all...form a united, integrated class 

of words” (Panov p. 251). The following understanding of the difference between a word 

from the parts of a word services as the basis for such a unification: 

 

Morphemes (prefixes, parts of a compound word) behave as parts of a 

phraseologism: their meaning varies in different words, to so that to predict the 
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meaning of the semantic construction, which the wordiii “throws out” in the given 

context—in a given word, in combination with some morphemic neighbor—is, as 

a rule, not possible. Only part of the word becomes semantically stable in 

combination with any unit of such type which ceases to be a part of a word. It 

becomes its own separate word. This is how many Analytical adjectives appear 

(Panov 1971, p. 251). 

 

 Thus, according to Panov, the most important indication (and only thing 

mentioned in the text of the article) of the linguistic status of a unit is the absence of the 

idiomatization in combination with other significant units which have full semantic 

compositionality (additivity) of the combination of the examined linguistic sign with 

other linguistic signs. 

 However, one cannot concur with such an interpretation: accepting it, one would 

have to recognize all derivational and inflectional formatives with stable and predictable 

semantics as independent words, joined within the framework of regular and productive 

models with the base being, as a matter of principle, an open list. In particular, diminutive 

suffixes, for example -čik in words such as divančik [small couch], portfel’čik [small 

briefcase], škafčik [small shelf], tramvajčik [small tramvai], and the like, would have to 

be counted as words. However, such indicators of morphemic meaning of inflectional, 

grammatical categoriesiv, for example, the case-number markers of nouns and personal-

number markers of verbs (-a in the inflected form stena [wall], -u in the inflected form 

idu [I go], and the like) would have to be counted as words as well. Thus one must note 

that Panov considers phraseologisms of the type sobaku s’est’ [to master something] to 
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be words, not a combination of words. In the case-number marker system, Panov found 

phraseology units, but in those cases, where he could not find their idiomatic character, 

he considered the phraseological units to be exceptions, merely confirming the rules he 

formulated (for more detail, see Panov 1956). 

 However, despite the indisputability of Panov’s position on the quantitative 

predominance of the morpheme’s idiomatic combination in the composition of the 

derivative base, on the whole his argument regarding the application of the sign of a 

presence/absence of an idiomatic character as the important (and the only) criteria of 

differentiation of the inflected form and its combination is not persuasive. As noted 

above, the results of the use of the proposed criteria are, above all, seriously called into 

doubt in the cases of combination of bases with inflectional indicators (bel | ymi [white]) 

and the full composition of the derivative bases (buket | ik [small bouquet]). Regarding 

Analytical adjectives in particular, the question arises of why soproektirovščik ought to 

be considered a combination of the noun proektirovščik and the analytical adjective sо-, 

but not a derivative word, in the base of which a phraseology of the combination of the 

morpheme is absent, if the presence of such bases in the proposal by M.B. Panov 

recognizes these concepts. M. V. Panov gives as examples of the absence of 

idiomatization in combined morphemes the words besvrednyj [harmless], glupost’ 

[stupidity], and smelost’ [boldness]. The identification of these words as “single 

lexemes” is not subjected to doubt (Panov 1956, p. 151). 

 In connection with this, it seems non-accidental, that modern researchers of 

‘analytical adjectives’ on the whole accept the term itself and the interpretation of 

indeclinable attributive elements as separate words. They exclude from the analysis 
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words such as soissledovatel’ [co-researcher] or belokazaki [white Cossack] on the basis 

that the attributive elements contained within them are not words. Thus every one of 

these authors applies their criteria of “wordness” (from the presence of the word’s own 

stress and absence of ‘akan’ya’vand ‘ikan’ja’vi (Benin’i 2003, p. 339)) to the hyphenation 

or the separate writings (Bondarevskij 2000, p. 21). Sometimes these authors scrutinize 

several criteria, including the aforementioned, but the clear basis for the acceptance of the 

selected point of view is not given (Èdberg 2014, p. 16–17). 

 The reason modern researchers refuse to accent the criteria of the presence of 

idiomatization within a singular sign (distinguishing a word from a compound word) by 

no means ends with these criteria. The criterion proposed by Panov is the most important 

sign which lies on the basis of the differentiation of inventorial (assigned by lists) and 

constructive (as described in grammar) units. Indeed, if one is to understand the word as a 

non-elemental, inventorial, linguistic sign which must be written in a dictionary, one 

must agree that the units of the type sobaku c’est’ [to master something] and železnaja 

doroga [the railway]—these are words, but not soissledovatel’ [co-researcher] and 

портфельчик [small briefcase]—they are a combination of words, since the first two 

units are units of the lexicon and must be included in a dictionary, but the second two are 

constructed units, described in the grammar, and are not included in a dictionary. 

However, according to the allocation of the part of speech, such as the allocation of 

classes of words in the concept of a word, usually inserts a different meaning since, in 

this case, soissledovatel’ [co-researcher] and portfel’čik [small briefcase] unequivocally 

qualify as nouns (that is, like “a word”) but the phraseologisms introduced above— 

respectively, qualify as a combination of a noun with a verb and an adjective with a noun. 
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 In linguistic literature attention turned toward “the word as a unit of a dictionary 

and the word as a unit of morphology do not always coincide” (Kasevič 1988, p. 161-

162). Parts of speech represent grammatical classifications of words and a “word” here is 

then understood not in the lexical meaning, but rather in the morphological sense. 

 At the same time, the use of the base for the recognition of some unit as a word 

through criteria, such as the absence of reduction, e.g. ‘akan’ya’ and the like, appears to 

be, in the least, unreliable and antitypological. However, the same recognition through 

the criteria of either separate or hyphenated writing is, in general, a contradicting 

principle of linguistic analysis. The decision about the type of writing, in many cases, is 

inconsistent with, even arbitrary to, the linguistic point of view (cf. the rule for writing 

the negative “ne” with different parts of speech in Russian) and can change as a result of 

decisions which are made by normalizers of language. 

 Above all, it is the properties of a linguistic unit which must serve as the basis for 

categorizing said unit to a level of independent word form. These properties are related to 

the understanding of the word as a segmented linguistic sign that has position 

independence (unlike a morpheme) (Maslov 1987, p. 87). The approach with regard to 

the inflected form in this point of view is described in authoritative scholarly works and 

in academic publications on general linguistics and morphology (see, for example, 

Jaxontov 1982; Kasevič 1998; Mel’čuk 1997; Plungjan 2003). The common approach by 

different authors toward the criteria for the definition of the oral status of a linguistic unit 

differs slightly. However, this difference does not include this fundamental character: 

that, on the one hand, one verifies the positional independence of the segment as a whole, 

but on the other hand one verifies the absence of said independence from its parts.  
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 It cannot be called into doubt that the positional independence, or, in the 

terminology of V. A. Plungjan, “the linear-syntagmic property” (Plungjan 2003, p. 21), is 

revealed to a greater or lesser degree. The prototypical inflected forms possess the 

greatest extent of independence. They have the ability to form (a non-metalinguistic) 

expression, that is, autonomy (Mel’čuk 1997, p. 157-161; Plungjan 2003, p. 18-20).  

 Other properties (not necessarily prototypical) are divisibility of the inflected 

form and movability of the examined group in the composition of the utterance (Mel’čuk 

1997, 9. 161-171; Plungjan 2003, p. 21-26) compare also Jaxontov (1982, p. 18-22) and 

Kasevič (1988, p. 163-164). For example, there is the possibility of setting a segment, 

containing at least one positioned independent group, between the examined group and 

the remaining part of the utterance. All units from a strong, autonomous inflected form 

capable of forming an utterance (in particular, usage as an answer to a question, not 

having a meta-linguistic character) to clitics (its division, not its independence, is 

accented) or semiclitics, having only weak divisibility (the fixing of only a limited 

number of non-automatic units is possible) or by movement can be called ‘words’ in the 

broadest sense (Plungjan 2003, p. 33). 

 

 

4 Are all “analytical adjectives” independent words? 

 
 In order to answer the question of whether all units called “analytical adjectives” 

form a united grammatical class of words, it is necessary to, first and foremost, clarify 

whether they are words in the grammatical sense. For this, one must apply the criteria 

indicated above to these units and to clarify whether they are autonomous, divisible, 

relocatable units. The verification of this linguistic sign with regard to autonomy assumes 
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the clarification of its ability or inability to form, in speech, a minimal, yet total, 

expression. “Total” in this case denotes such an utterance which “can be maintained 

between two important or absolute pauses, such as between two segments of silence by 

the speaker” (Melčuk 1997, p. 85).  

 As was observed above, one can regard such an utterance as the answer to a 

question which does not have a metalinguistic character. According to property, in as 

much as it verifies the autonomy of units which hypothetically are adjectives and which 

designate an “unprocessed sign” (see the determination of E.V. Marinova in Section 2), 

the meaning must be understood with the question and must be expressed in the answer. 

 The element is recognized as an independent word by the presence of the property 

of autonomy, and in this case the verification for the separability (embeddability) and 

relocatability on principle is not obligatory. However, this verification is introduced in 

this work for clarity. 

 An attributive unit is considered separable in such cases when, between it and a 

determined noun, one can insert a segment containing at least one obvious autonomous 

unit between the tested unit and its head word without a violation of the syntactic 

dependence while preserving the acceptability of a grammatical utterance. 

 The attributive unit is considered relocatable (stand-alone) in such cases when one 

can change the order of its position relative to the head noun without a violation of a 

syntactic dependence and while maintaining the grammaticality of the utterance. 

 Indeclinable prepositive attributes are at the center of discussions in modern work, 

the complex components of which Gorbov (2010) delineates in the next 5 groups: 
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• Group 1—elements of the expression which coincide with the dictionary form of 

the noun—the newest borrowings from English; within this group is subgroup 

1.1—attributive elements, the meaning of which is closely related to relative 

adjectives (fitnes-zal [fitness-hal] šou-biznes [show business]) and 1.2—

appositive elements, representing the name of technology and style (bljutus-

garnitura, [Bluetooth-headphone] texno-stil' [techno style]); about the particular 

features of appositive elements, see Gorbov (2010, p. 31).  

• Group 2—abbreviations or letter designations (FM-diapazon [FM-range], USB-

port [USB-port], Х-luči [X-rays], λ-isčislenie [λ-calculus]). 

• Group 3—words traced to a prepositional group borrowed from English, the 

prepositional group with adverbial meaning (onlajn-kommercia [online-

commerce], offlajn-procmotr [offline-viewer]). 

• Group 4—attributive components of a naming complex, formed by way of reverse 

word formation from adjectives with roots borrowed earlier (èkonom-klass 

[economic-class], štrix-kod [barcode]). 

• Group 5—proper nouns and Russian indeclinable words (Gorbačev-fond 

[Gorbachev-foundation], Svjaz’-Bank [Link-Bank], KAK-lingvistika [kak-

linguisticsvii]). 

 The focus of attention, namely on these types of indeclinable attributive elements, 

is conditioned by their connection to the expansion in the Russian language at the end of 

the 20th and beginning of the 21st century—possibly under the influence of English—of 

models of expression of definitive relations through namely prepositive indeclinable units 

(see, for example, statistics in the work of Èdberg  2014, p. 31-32). 
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 For the purpose of clarity, aside from the indicated group of prepositive 

indeclinable attributive elements, a group of other attributive units used in Russian will 

be analyzed beforehand. 

• Group 0—native, including within it the next subgroup: 0.1—prototypical 

(declinable) relative adjective stroitel’nyj [construction]; 0.2—“analytical 

adjectives” xindi- [Hindi-] and gore [grief-], which can also be considered 

prototypical, in as much as these units (unlike the prefix co- or prepositional 

groups pocle raboty [after work]) are usually recognized with this class of words 

(see, for example, Bondarevskii 2000; Kim 2009; Marinova 2010; Èdberg  2014). 

 Examples of tests for autonomy, separability and relocatability of attributive 

elements are introduced. The presented tested utterances belong to the author of this 

work. The assessment of the grammaticality of the utterances is based on the intuition of 

the author as a speaker of Russian and the results presented cannot claim full objectivity. 

However, as it seems, the results graphically demonstrate differences in properties of the 

discussed units which extends to several well-founded conclusions about their status in 

the grammatical system of Russianviii. 

 

Group 0ix 

Subgroup 0.1 Stroitel’nyj (biznes) [Construction (business)] 

0.1.1 Test of autonomy 

(1) (What kind of business do you find the most attractive?)—OKStroitel’nyj 

[Construction].  

0.1.2 Test of separability (embeddability)  
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(2) ([The] construction business requires investing)  OKStroitel’nyj 

[Construction], as any other business, requires investing. 

0.1.3 Test of relocatability (stand-alone) 

(3) (One of the most corruptible, capacious types of business is, undoubtedly, the 

construction business)  OKOne of the most corruptible, capacious types of 

business is, undoubtedly, biznes stroitel’nyj [construction business] x. 

 

 The conducted tests show that the adjective stroitel’nyj [construction] has the 

properties of autonomy, separability, and relocatability (stand-alone). 

 Thus, a “canonical”—declinable—adjective is an independent word, since it 

possesses all the properties of a prototypical inflected form. By having created the proper 

test contexts for other adjectives, one may be convinced that the test of their autonomy, 

separability and relocatability gives principally analogous results practically for any of 

them when used as a modifier in a free combination of words.  

 

Subgroup 0.2 (Jazyk) xindi [(Language) Hindi]; gore-(izobretatel’) [amateur inventor)] 

0.2.1 Test of autonomy 

 (4) (Which language does Masha study?)—OKXindi [Hindi]. 

 (5) (What kind of inventor did Vasja turn out to be? —*Gore [Amateur]. 

(Compare.:OKNikydišnyj [worthless].) 

0.2.2 Test of separability (embeddability) 

 (6) (They speak Hindi.) OKThey speak Urdu or—aurally indistinguishable—

xindi [Hindi].  
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 (7) (We have many gore-izobretatelej [amateur inventors].)  *We have many 

gore- and horošii-izobretatelej [amateur and good creators]. 

0.2.3 Test of relocatability (stand-alone) 

 (8) (Masha studies xindi jazyk)  *Masha studies xindi-jazyk [the Hindi 

language]. 

 (9) (Vasja turned out to be a gore-izobretatel).  *Vasja became, not a good 

izobretatel [inventor], but rather izobretatel-gore [amateur inventor].  

 

 As is seen in the test results, the unit xindi has properties of autonomy and 

separability, while the unit gore- does not have such properties. Neither of these units 

show properties of the ability to stand alone: xindi is used in the postposition with a 

definite word, but gore- —only may be used in the preposition (as seen from the test 

example, including in the contexts of the allocation of the rheme with qualifying 

characteristics). 

 The results of the conducted tests show that the properties of the attributive 

elements xindi and gore- are fundamentally different: only xindi can be counted as an 

independent word.  

 From this it is necessary to note that the unit xindi shows properties unlike an 

adjective—the attribute of the noun jazyk, as an appositive noun: as many other noun 

phrases signifying a name, xindi can be used in meaning “jazyk-xindi” independently, 

without the noun jazyk, that puts this unit in the same class of names as of cities, rivers, 

stamps, cars (compare, for example, the properties of a proper noun in the combination 

gorod [city] Ekaterinburg , and also avtomobil’ “mini”, see note 1 above).  
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 For the morpheme xindi, in the same way as for many (although not for all) 

appositive modifiers, characteristically there is an absence of the free ability to stand 

alone relative to the head word according to its presence in the expressionxi. Nevertheless, 

the absence or limitation of the ability to stand alone according to the presence of 

autonomy cannot demonstrate the recognition of the unit as an independent word.  

 The attributive element gore-, on the other hand, cannot be recognized as a word, 

in as much as this segment in the absence of the property of autonomy is neither 

separable nor relocatable. The question then is whether to recognize this element as a 

component of a compound word or as a prefix, as asked by I. A. Mel’čuk (2001, p. 164-

165), remains outside the limits of this work.  

 Thus, the analysis provides a basis to propose that, unlike “canonical” adjectives, 

being words in grammatical sense, even those “analytical adjectives” which are 

customary to count as typical representatives of this category, cannot, contrary to the 

assertion of M. V. Panov (1971, p. 251), be united in a “unified class of words” because 

not all of them are words. 

 Attributive elements with qualitative meaning of the type gore- [grief-], čudo- 

[wonder], car- [tsar], which do not possess the properties of an independent word, are, in 

modern Russian, relatively marginal elements and do not represent a trend in 

development. As shown in the research (see, for example, Gorbov 2010; Èdberg  2014), 

the expansion of the class of “analytical adjectives” defined above by all the productivity 

of the types, imitating the structure of English noun groups with prepositive adjoining 

attributes. See below the grammatical properties of attributive elements of groups 1-5 

which are used in compound nouns formed in the given models. 
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Group 1 

Sub group 1.1 Šou-(biznes), fitnes-(zal), internet-(konferencia) 

1.1.1 Test of autonomy 

 (10) (Which business seems the most attractive to you?) *Šou. (Compare: OKŠou-

biznes.) 

 (11) (Which hall is located on the second floor?) *Fitnes. (Compare: OKFitnes-

zal/OKTrenažernyj.) 

 (12) (Which conference was held yesterday?) *Internet. (Compare: OKInternet-

konferencia./OKSetevaja.) 

1.1.2 Test of separability (embeddability) 

 (13) (Šou-biznis attracts me.)  *Šou- and musical’nyj [show and musical] 

business attract me. (Compare: OKŠou- and fèšn-biznis attract me.  

 (14) (The fitnes-zali are located there.)  ??The fitnes- and trenažernye [training] 

zali are located there. (Compare: OKThe trenažernye and fitnes-zali are located there.) 

 (15) (The internet-konferencii took place.)  *The internet- and očnye [in-

person] konferencii were carried out. (Compare: OKThe očnye and internet-konferencii 

were carried out.  

1.1.3 Test of relocatability (stand-alone) 

 (16) (Šou-biznis attracts me.)  *It is not stroitel’nyj [construction] biznes, but 

rather biznis-šou which attracts me.  

 (17) (The fitnes-zal is located there.)  *The usual sportivnyj [sport] zal is not 

located there, but rather the zal-fitnes.  
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 (18) (Internet-konferencii are now often carried out.)  *It is not traditional 

očnye konferencii which are carried out, but rather konferencii-internet.  

 

 Thus, the borrowed attributive elements of the type šou- fitnes- internet-, closer in 

meaning to relative adjectives, are not autonomous morphemes, are not separable from 

definite word segments containing autonomous morphemes, and do not have the property 

of ability to stand alone (including in the contexts of the allocation of rhemes). 

 Therefore, in relation to the separability of such units one must note the fact that 

the attributes of this type can separate from the head word if they are used in the 

composition of constructions with coordinating conjunction. Such separation becomes 

fully acceptable only by immediate contact with a noun head word of another 

indeclinable prepositive attribute, compare: the acceptability of OKŠou- and fèšn-biznis 

attract me, versus the unacceptability ??Šou- and musical’nyj business attract me 

(according to a greater acceptability of musical and šou-biznis attract mexii). The 

examples of šou- and fèšn-biznis or fitnes- and spa-saloni [spa-salons] are a so-called 

“removing the common element” (Kasevič 1998, p. 166-167)—adopting the omission of 

the repeating element (šou-biznis and fèšn-biznis  šou- and fèšn-biznis), compare: 

trudo- and resursosbereženie [labor and resource savings] [ (example from V. B. 

Kasevič, 1988, p. 169) pravo- and levoberežnyj [right and left bank], psixo- and 

sociolingvistika [psycho- and sociolinguistics], and the like.  

 We notice that such ability does not lead to a classification of components trudo- 

[labor-] or pravo- [right-] as a separate class of independent words.  
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 Having conducted analogous tests in relation to other units of the given 

subgroup—for example dizajn-(bjuro), lizing-(sxema), marketing-(plan), striptiz-(klub), 

test-(gruppa) [design-(bureau), leasing-(system), marketing-(plan), striptease-(club), 

test-(group)] and the like—it is not difficult to be convinced that they too are bound to 

function as autonomous units, retaining, in addition, the meaning of a non-procedural 

sign. 

  

Subgroup 1.2 Texno-(stil’)[texno-(style), kantri-(muzyka) [country-(music)], bljutus-

(garnitura) [Bluetooth-(headseat)] 

 

1.2.1 Test of autonomy 

 (19) (Which style do you like?) --OKTexno. 

 (20) (What kind of music do you listen to?) --OKKantri. 

 (21) (What kind of headset is a part of the set of this phone?)--OKBljutus.  

1.2.2 Test of separability (embeddability) 

 (22) (Masha likes texno-stil’.)  OKMasha doesn’t like texno, but rather 

klassičeskij [classical] stil’.  

 (23) (Masha listens to kantri-muzyku [music].)  OKMasha listens, not to kantri, 

but rather to klassičeskij [classical] muziku.  

 (24) (Bljutus-garnitura is a part of the set.)  OKPart of the set is not bljutus, but 

rather provodnaja [wired] garnitura.  

1.2.3 Test of relocatability (stand alone) 

 (25) (Masha likes texno-stil’.)  OKMasha likes stil’ tehno. 

 (26) (Masha listens to kantri-music.)  OKMasha listens to music kantri.  
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 (27) (A Bljutus-garnitura is a part of the set.)  OKGarnitura-bljutus is part of the 

complete supply. 

 

 The test of autonomy shows that the appositive elements bljutus-, texno-, kantri—

names of styles and technologies—are capable of autonomy according to the usage and 

they can be recognized as independent morphemes. One can also claim that the units of 

this subgroup are separable: the arrangement of the components of coordinate 

constructions which unquestionably contain autonomous units (OKtexno or other 

tanceval’naja [dance] music; OK not texno,  but klassičeskij [classical] style, and the like) 

are absolutely acceptable. It is characteristic that analogous properties, with regard to 

embeddability, promulgate a combination of common nouns with prepositive 

apposition—proper nouns (Moskva-reka [Moscow river], Ilmen-ozero [lake Ilmen], and 

the like) for example: OKThere into the Oka the Moskva or some other kind of river flows.  

 The appositive elements bljutus-, tehno-, kantri and the like in principle have the 

ability to stand alone: they can be used as prepositives and as postposotives with definite 

words. In addition, however, the separable units of this subgroup can promulgate either 

the absence of the ability to stand alone or the tendency towards assigning the 

postposition or the preposition in combinations with themes or other noun roots. Thus, 

for example, rok [rock], apparently, is used only in the preposition with the word ‘music’ 

(OKrok-music, but not ??music-rok: a search in the National Corpus of Russian and on the 

Internet using the combination music-rok in connection with the utterance yielded no 

results). In addition, in combination with the word ‘style’, rok can be used in both the 

prepositive and the postpositive, compare: One of the most remembered styles today is 
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rok-style.xiii / Tragedy in style-rok.—Two serial feature drama films from 1988. Director: 

Savvy Kuliša.xiv 

 Thus, the analysis of the properties of attributive units of group 1 reveals serious 

differences between the units of subgroup 1.1 (attributive elements, the meaning of which 

is close to relative adjectives) and 1.2 (appositive elements, naming styles and 

technologies). In agreement with the results of the tests, independent words can count as 

appositive units only when they promulgate properties which are characteristic for nouns 

which designate names (including proper nouns—for example Moskva-river) and which 

are used as sentences with definite common nouns.  

 Units from subgroup 1.1 are analogous to the first part of compound words (of the 

composites of types resursosbereženie, levobereženij, semidesjatiletie, [resource 

preservation, left-banked, the 70’s] and the like) according to their grammatical 

properties as long as they are not invented dictionary units, but rather composed ‘to the 

extent of necessity’.  

 One must note, however, that between subgroups 1.1 and 1.2 there is not a distinct 

boundary: some units—kantri, texno, rok, and the like—can be used as both naming 

(appositive) and as relative adjectives and, in accordance with themes, can change in 

grammatical properites. Compare, for example, katri-muzyka (subgroup 1.2, see tests 

above) and kantri-bar (“a bar which is designed in the style katri and/or in which music 

in the style kantri is used”) where the attributive component kantri- does not show 

properties of autonomy, embeddability or the ability to stand alone, and thus, belongs to 

subgroup 1.1:  
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• Autonomy 

(28) (What kind of bar is that?)-- *Kantri. 

(This would be acceptable if “Kantri” is a proper noun naming a bar, i.e. is used 

as an apposition.) 

• Separability 

(29) (They found a kantri-bar.)  *They found not a kantri, but a regular bar.  

• Relocatability 

 (30) (We were in a kantri-bar.)  *We were in a bar kantri. 

(This would be acceptable if “Kantri” is a proper noun naming a bar, i.e. is used 

as an apposition.) 

 

Group 2 FM-(diapazon)[FM-(band)], USB-(port) [USB-(port)], X-(Luči) [X-(rays)], λ-

(isčislenie) [λ-(calculus)] 

2.1 Test of autonomy 

 (31) (What kind of diapason [band] is this?)—OKFM. 

 (32) (What is this port on the rear panel?)—OKUSB.  

(33) (Which luči [rays] can be received from the Kruska tube?)—*X. (Compare: 

OKRentgenovskie (X-rays). OKX-luči.) 

 (34) (What kind of isčislenie [calculus] is implemented in Lisp?)—*λ. (OKλ-

isčislenie.) 

2.2 Test of separability (embedabbility) 

(35) (This station broadcasts on the FM-band).  OKThis station broadcasts on 

either the FM or on some other band. 
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(36) (There are USB-ports on the rear panels.)  OKAre there USB or other kinds 

of ports on the rear panels? 

(37) (One can receive X-rays through this device.)  OKOne can receive X- or 

ul’trafioletovye [ultraviolet] rays through this device.  

(38) (λ-calculus is used here.)  OKIs λ- or some other calculus used here?  

2.3 Test of relocatability (stand alone) 

(39) (This station broadcasts on the FM-band.) OKThis station broadcasts on the 

band FM. 

(40) (There are USB-ports on the rear panels.) OKThere are, on the rear panels, 

ports USB.  

(41) (One can receive X-rays through this device). *Through this device, one can 

receive rays X.  

(42) (λ-calculus is used here.)  *Here calculus λ is used.  

 

 As the tests show, attributive elements which are letter designations, used for 

naming, promulgate different properties. Often, the units FM and USB are autonomous, 

separable, and relocatable and, thus present as independent morphemes, a part of speech 

affiliation which requires a separate discussion. The units X- and λ-, on the other hand, do 

not have the properties of autonomy, separability, and relocatability and, consequently, 

must be acknowledged as parts of compound words according to their grammatical 

properties which are analogous to elements of subgroup 1.1.  

 The causes of heterogeneity of properties of the given groups are defined by a 

series of factors (quantity of letters, affiliation with naming, classification through an 
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acronym or an abbreviation, fortitude of the association with the decoding of the 

abbreviation and others) which have differing proportions and can become the subject of 

separate research. 

 

Group 3 Onlajn-(versija) [online version], offlajn-(karty) [offline maps], compare: 

onlajn-režim) [online regimen], offlajn-(režim) [offline-regimen] 

3.1 Test of autonomy 

(43) (What kind of versija [version] of the publication did you read?—??Onlajn. 

(Compare: OKOnline. / OKOnlajn-version.) (Compare: How can one read this 

version of the publication?)—OKOnlajn.  

(44) (Which maps do you want to download for your computer?)—??Offlajn. 

(Compare: OKOffline. / OKOfflajn-maps).  

(45) (What kind of regimen work system is now established?)—OKOnlajn / 

OKOfflajn.  

3.2 Test of separability (embeddability) 

(46) (The onlajn-version is already published.)  ??Not only the onlajn, but also 

the bumažnaja [in-print] version has already been published. (Compare: OKNot 

only the in-print, but also the onlajn-version has already been published.) 

(47) (You have to use the offlajn-version of the dictionary.)  ??You have to use 

both the offlajn- and the online version dictionary.  

(48) (There are offlajn-maps on the disk.)  ??There are offlajn traveling maps on 

the disk.  
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3.3 Test of relocatability (stand alone) 

(49) (You have to use the onlajn-version of the dictionary.)  OKYou have to use 

the version onlajn of this dictionary. (OKversion of this dictionary onlajn). 

(50) (I have offlajn-maps on this disk.)  OK(I have maps offlajn on this disk.) 

(51) (The system uses an onlajn-regimen.)  OKThe system uses a regimen 

onlajn (OKa regimen offlajn). 

 

 From the previous tests one can see that the prepositive units onlajn and offlajn 

have indisputable properties of autonomy only in the appositve function, as in the names 

of regimens, but also in the adverbial function—like the adverbial place and how. Their 

ability of autonomous usage as non-appositive attributes of objects is questionable, 

though not excluded. In the usage in the prepositive position the attributive elements 

onlajn and offlajn can be separated from definite nouns, although their use in the contact 

position is preferable; they are moved with respect to the roots and can appear in 

postposition with them. On the whole, these units show a larger degree of independence 

than the units of subgroup 1.1 and they can count as independent morphemes which show 

properties close to those of adverbs which are able to fulfill both adverbial and attributive 

functions (compare: jajco vsmjatku [soft-boiled egg], doroga domoj [the road home], 

isključitel’no teoretik [theoretical calculus]). 

 

Group 4 Štrix-(kod) [barcode], intim-(salon) [intimate salon], ekonom-(taksi) [economic 

taxi] 

4.1 Test of autonomy 
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(52) (Which code is used here?)—*Štrix. (Compare: OKŠtrix-kod [barcode]. / 

OKŠtrixovoj [barcode[ADJ]].) 

(53) (What kind of services are provided at a massage parlor?)—*Intim 

[intimate]. (Compare: OKIntimuslugi [Intimate].) 

(54) (What kind of taxi does a city-dweller need?)—*Èkonom. (OKNedorogoe 

[Inexpesive].) 

(55) (We have three categories: èkonom-taxi, comfort-taxi, and VIP-taxi. Which 

kind would you like?)—OKÈkonom.  

4.2 Test of separability (embeddability) 

(56) (A štrix-code is used in packing.)  *In packing, a štrix- and cifrovoj[ADJ] 

[numerical] code is used. Compare: OKIn packing, a cifrovoj[ADJ] [numerical] and 

a štrix-code is used.  

(57) (There are many intim-parlors in Bangkok.)  *In Bangkok there are many 

intim- and massažnyj[ADJ] [massage] parlors. (OKIn Bangkok there are many 

massažnyj[ADJ] and intim-parlors.) 

(58) (A city-dweller needs an èkonom-taxi.)  *A city-dweller needs an èkonom- 

komfortnoe[ADJ] [comfort] taxi. (Compare: OKA city-dweller needs an inexpensive 

komfortnoe taxi. / OKA city-dweller needs a comfort èkonom-taxi.) 

(59) (We have èkonom-class tickets.)  OKWe have èkonom-, business, and first 

class tickets. 

4.3 Test of relocatability (stand alone) 

(60) (A štrix-code is used in packing.)  *It is not a numerical code which is 

used in packing, but rather a code štrix. 
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(61) (There is an intim-salon in the basement of the hotel.)  *There is not a 

massage parlor in the basement of the hotel, but rather a parlor intim.  

(62) (A city-dweller needs an èkonom-taxi.)  ??A city-dweller needs a taxi, not 

with a sky-high price, but rather a taxi èkonom. (Compare: OKA city-dweller needs 

a taxi, not with a sky-high price, but a taxi nedorogoe [inexpensive], bjudžetnoe 

[budget].) 

(63) (This taxi is èkonom-class.)  OKThis is a class èkonom.  

 

 The results of the tests demonstrate that the properties of the attributive units 

intim-, štrix- and èkonom are not entirely uniform. In particular, the units intim- and štrix, 

the meaning of which is close to relative adjectives (the component intim- is not 

equivalent in meaning to the qualitative adjective “intimnyj”, but rather to “linked with 

sex”), are neither autonomous morphemes, nor are they separate from a definite noun 

segment which contains an autonomous morpheme, nor do they reveal properties of the 

ability to stand alone. As a whole, these elements are closer to units of subgroup 1.1 

according to their properties. The element èkonom-, meaning qualitatively “economical, 

inexpensive”, also has analogous properties. However, in the classified meaning this unit 

shows all the properties of a morpheme and is drawn close together with appositive 

elements from previous groups: as the results of searches on the Internet demonstrate, the 

element èkonom-, which designates a corresponding class of service, is used in both the 

preposition and in the more natural postposition with a definite noun. In the last case, it is 

used sometimes in quotation marks.xv This confirms the perception of this unit as a name. 

Furthermore, in this classifying meaning, èkonom is used both without a definable word 
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(èkonom = èkonom-class; analogous to: Ilmen = Ilmen-lake) and as a declinable nounxvi, 

i.e. it shows properties which are analogous to units of subgroup 1.2 as seen above. 

 

Group 5 Gorbačev-(fond) [Gorbachev Foundation], Svjaz’-(bank) [Link-Bank], KAK-

(lingvistika) [HOW-linguistics] 

5.1 Test of autonomy 

(64) (What kind of foundation finances this measure?)  *Gorbačev. / (Compare: 

Gorbačev Foundation) 

(65) (What kind of linguistics, according to A. E. Kirbrika, is becoming 

obsolete?)—*KAK. (Compare: OKKAK-linguistics.) 

(66) (Which bank is this?) —*Svjaz’-. (Compare: Svjaz’-bank.) 

5.2 Test of separability (embeddability) 

(67) (This measure [is financed by]xvii the Gorbačev-foundation.) *This 

measure is not financed by the Gorbačev-, but rather by some other foundation. 

(Compare: OK The Gorbačev-foundation does not finance this measure, but rather 

some other foundation. / ...OKnot gorbačevskij[ADJ], but rather some other 

foundation.) 

(68) (This is the Svjaz’-bank, not some other bank.) *This is the Svjaz’-, not 

some other bank. (Compare: ??This is Svjaz’- and not Rus’-bank.) 

(69) (KAK-linguistics is becoming obsolete.)  *KAK- is becoming obsolete, not 

explanatory linguistics. (Compare: OKKAK- is becoming obsolete, not POČEMU-

linguistics. /OKOpisatel’naja[ADJ] [Descriptive] is becoming obsolete, not 

ob”jasnitel’naja[ADJ]  [explanatory] linguistics.) 
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5.3 Test of relocatability (stand alone) 

(70) (The Gorbačev foundation finances this measure.) *(This measure is 

financed not by some kind of public foundation, but namely the foundation 

Gorbačev.) 

(71) (Svjaz’-bank uses these operations.)  *It is not some commercial bank 

which uses these operations, but namely bank Svjaz’. 

(72) (KAK-linguistics is becoming obsolete.)  It is not POCHEMU-linguistics 

which is becoming obsolete, but rather linguistics KAK. (Compare: It is not 

explanatory linguistics which is becoming obsolete, but rather linguistics 

descriptive. 

 

 As the results of the tests demonstrate, the attributive prepositive units which are 

proper nouns, components of names of organizations, or those coinciding by form with 

indeclinable words, are neither autonomous morphemes, nor are they separate from a 

definite noun segment which contains an autonomous morpheme, nor are they relocatable 

relative to the head word. However, in this case, the absence of the signs of verbal status 

is defined not by language system limits, but rather the attributive elements here are 

components of proper nouns and unique names which by virtue of the metalinguistic 

reasons are inseparable units and cannot retain their meaning without the noun head 

word. For example, the organization officially named Svjaz’-Bank, from the Russian 

point of view, could also be named ‘Bank “Svjaz”’ (compare: Moskva-river = river 

Moskva), however such meaning in this case would be intolerable: the component 

“Bank” here is a part of a proper name. The same could be said about other components 
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of this group. It is interesting that, in principle, there are analogous situations with the 

names of some lakes and rivers in the south-west of Russia: Vigozero, Topozero, 

Shugozero, Kizreka (*ozero Vig, *ozero Top, *ozero Shug, *reka Kiz). This arose, 

apparently, through contact with Finno-Ugric languages—with the only difference being 

that the first component of the given hydronym in modern Russian is not motivated.  

 

 

5 Conclusions 

 
 Taking into account the stated views, the given analysis of the delineated groups 

of prepositive attributive units allows one to regard the following positions as 

fundamental:  

 

1. The analyzed attributive elements do not form a uniform class of units: among them 

there are both independent words and parts of compound words. 

 

2. Major differences in the distributive properties reveal classic “analytical adjectives” to 

be prepositive attributive components (for example, šou- and kantri-) of complex nouns 

which imitate the structure of English noun groups with prepositive joined definite nouns 

(šou-biznez and kantri-muzyka). Some examples of “analytical adjectives” are xindi in the 

combination jazyk xindi and gore- in the word gore-izobretatel’, as discussed in Panov 

(1971) and which are the focus of this work. 

 

3. Only those elements which have combined properties of autonomy, separability and 

relocatability or one favored from these properties must be regarded as independent 
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words from among the prepositive indeclinable attributive units. Namely, this includes 

the following units: 

 

(a) appositive elements which designate nouns of styles, technologies, classes and 

categories (including all units of subgroup 1.2) for example, kantri-(stil’), launž-

(muzyka) [lounge-music, A-(klass) [A-class], UKV-(diapason) [VHF-band], 

comfort-(klass) [comfort class], ljuks-(kategorija) [lux-category] and the like; 

(b) elements onlajn-(versija) and offlajn-(prosmotr) [offline viewer] which can be 

used, in addition to attributively, also—and above all—in adverbial functions 

(watch interview onlajn  view the interview offlajn). 

 

As was demonstrated, the attributive components of combinations presented in point (a) 

are, by their grammatical properties, identical to appositive nouns; consequently, one 

must consider them as nouns when functioning in sentences. In regard to the properties of 

the prepositive attributes of complex nouns given in point (b), they correspond to 

properties of attributive adverbs. Thus, one must consider these words as adverbs. 

 

4. Attributive elements which do not show properties of independent morphemes must be 

considered as parts of words which are, however, not lexemes (dictionary form) but 

rather constructed units.xviii In particular, in the types internet-konferencia, fitnes-zal, 

dizajn-bjuro [design bureau], lizing-sxema, marketing-plan, striptiz-klub (subgroup 1.1 

in totality)—i.e. through a realization of a more productivexix model of creation with such 

words—and also in the types štrix-kod, Gorbačev-fond, and the like are in a place of 
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occurrence which Maslov (1987, p. 176-178) called “syntactic base-composition”. One 

must note that, by itself, this term is not very useful, just as the components of non-

invented compound words do not always appear as bare stems. However, it is important 

that a result of such composition is, namely, a complex word, but not a word 

combination, even when prepositive dependent elements can appear as coordinate 

constructions with such prepositive elements (šou- and fèšn-biznis and the like). 

 

 

6 “Analytical adjectives” and analytics: typological characteristics 

 

 The presence in Russian of units which may appear in the attributive function 

through the absence of the morphemic expression of syntactic dependence brings authors 

of some works (Bondarevskii 2000; Brander 2001; Marinova 2010; Èdberg  2014) to an 

opinion of the growth of analytics in modern Russian. The absence of the form of 

inflection on the “analytical adjectives” is the basic (and singular) argument in support of 

such conclusion. However, the identification of indeclinability and of analytics calls forth 

serious objections. 

 Above all, it is necessary to turn to the concept of analytics itself. In accordance 

with the definition given in the corresponding article of the Linguistic Encyclopedic 

Dictionary, a “typological” property which shows, in a separate expression, the basic 

(lexical) and additional (grammatical, well-formed) meaning of the word is termed 

“analytics” (LED 1990, p. 31). Analytical formations “are a combination of autosemantic 

and function words (sometimes autosemantic and several functions)...” (Maslov 1987, p. 

154). Thus, from a quantitative point of view, analytics is a tendency toward an 

expression of grammatical meaning with the help of function words. Examples of 
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analytical formations can be found not only in English or French, but also in Russian. 

Such examples are, in particular, future verbs of imperfective aspect (budu rabotat’ [we 

will work]) and also forms of future and past passive verbs of perfective aspect (budet/byl 

pročitan [will be read / has, had been, or was read]).  

 In addition, the widespread collective approach based on results of calculations of 

so-called indices of grammaticality—an index of an average number of morphemes in 

independent units in a given language (see Grinberg 1963, p. 74). The higher the index, 

the lower the degree of analytics; correspondingly, the lower the index the higher degree 

of analytics. One must note, however, that such an approach does not nearly correlate 

with the collective analytical structures in a language (as, moreover, it is with 

indeclinability, multimorphemic words can be indeclinable—derivative and compound 

words). 

 It is absolutely obvious that an utterance (including an attributive utterance) of 

syntactic relations without help from inflectional indicators would entirely and 

necessarily lead to the growth of collective function words or would cause the 

simplification of the morphological structure of words. For example, the expression of 

syntactic dependence through the formation of compound words does not presuppose 

inflection but increases the morphological complexity of a word and can lead to the 

reduction of the number of function words, as, for example, happens in German with the 

use of the complex word die Harzreise ‘the trip to the Harz’ in place of the combination 

die Reise nach Harz with the same meaning (example from U. S. Maslov; see Maslov 

1987, p. 177).  
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 As follows from preceding discussion, a more productive model of an expression 

of attributive relations without an affixed expression of dependence is the formation of 

noun composites of the type internet-magazin [internet shop], fitnes-klub [fitness club], 

biznis-plan [business plan], and the like (sub-group 1.1) which are compound words. 

These units display neither analytics, nor quantification, nor a collective point of view. In 

as much as the formation of non-dictionary compound words of syntactic (grammatical) 

relations expressed within a word, the number of function words does not increase and 

the number of morphemes in a word is not reduced. 

 Considering the absence of a direct correlation between indeclinability and 

analytics, one cannot regard its realization, even those relatively rare cases when one can 

recognize an indeclinable attributive element as a separate morpheme. Even though, in 

this case, one may speak of a lesser morphological complexity of such morphemes in 

comparison to canonical adjectives. In general, the tendency toward the growth of 

productivity and frequency of the use of attributive elements without inflectional markers 

of syntactic dependence can serve as one of the illustrations of the general tendencies 

toward the weakening of the role of inflection in Russian, which has been present for a 

lengthy period of historical development. Here one must again emphasize that the 

weakening or loss of inflection does not also entail the automatic strengthening of 

analytics, something convincingly argued by Ju. P. Knjazev (2007, p. 163-173). 

 Thus, the literal understanding of the M. V. Panov’s term “analytical adjectives” 

can be misleading for the following reasons: 

1. The corresponding understanding does not designate one class of words, but unites 

language signs of different levels—words and parts of words which are able to modify 
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nouns without  a morphemic expression of syntactic dependence (among these units it is 

possible that there are words which one can consider as indeclinable adjectives, however 

these are not examined in this work). 

2. The so-called “analytical adjectives” not directly linked with analytics as a typological 

characteristic of language neither in a qualitative nor a quantitative relationship, in as 

much as they do not realize the basic specified property of an analytic construction—the 

expression of grammatical meaning separated from the lexical—by means of a function 

word, but the expansion of a productive model of a formation of composites with 

prepositive attributive elements (of the type fitnis-klub, internet-soobščestvo [internet-

community] and the like) brings not a simplification, but rather a complication of the 

morphological structure of words. 

 

 
 

ii The unit mini can be in the postposition with a fixed noun only if it marks the name of a 

style of skirt or a type of car, that is using it in an appositive function. In addition, if it is 

clear from context, that one is talking about skirts or cars accordingly, the same fixed 

noun can be omitted, compare (i): 

 

(i) She wears (jubki [skirt]) a mini (mini-skirt). / She went in a red (car) ‘mini’.  

 

With regard to cars, there are differences in meaning between the prepositive classifying 

attributes (mini-avtomobil’ [mini-car]  is a car of an especially small class) and the 

postposition application, indicating a concrete brand (a ‘mini’ car). 

 

iii This is evidently a misprint: what is meant, in this view, is not a word, but a morpheme 

or a parts of a word—A.G.  

 

iv In the choosing of criteria of the presence/absence of the idiomatic character in the 

capacity of a sign of a word, as if by omission, only considers the semantic effects of the 

combination of the morpheme with the base: it is fact that the combination of the base 

and the grammatical indicator usually is included on the boundary of words. Thus, there 

is a complete absence of idiomatic unification of their context which is, in no way, 

previously discussed. 
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v vowel reduction: o  a merger 

 

vi vowel reduction: e  i merger 

 

vii The term of A. E. Kirbik (Kirbik 2003, p. 103-104): “kak-linguistics”, discussing the 

internal structure of language, as compared to the explanatory “zachem/pochemy-

linguistics”. 

 

viii This fact, that this author finds the utterance to be unacceptable from the perspective 

of the grammatical norm, does not denote that a given utterance will not be counted as 

acceptable to another speaker of the language. The goal of this work, however, is not the 

reception of representative information about a generally accepted use of a language unit, 

but rather the application of criteria of a modifier word with research material and 

formulation of theoretical conclusions, resulting from the results of the tests. 

  

ix The used designation: OK—a grammatical, acceptable utterance. *--The utterance 

presents as grammatically unacceptable. ??—This utterance challenges the doubt with the 

point of view of acceptability.   

 

x For the attributive adjectives in the prose texts the ability of the postposition with the 

determined words arises in the context of actualization—the delineation of the rheme 

according to the qualifications of the characteristic subject (see RG-82, p. 280, 289).  

 

xi On the Internet, however, individual examples are found of the use of the unit xindi in 

preposition with a definite noun, for example (i): 

 (i) There are all types of written translation from xindi jazyk and into xindi 

jazyk 

(http://perevodperevod.ru/languages/hindi_perevod.html). 

 

Such use appears to be questionable from the point of view of grammaticality and could 

be explained as a particular feature of established text by uniform template, but in some 

cases the requirements of the search or alphabetical arrangement of information: for 

example, xindi literatura [Hindi literature]—the title of an article in literary encyclopedia 

Russian literature and folklore, http://feb-web.ru/feb/kle/Kle-abx/ke8/ke8-2821.htm 

(accessed 23.12.20140.  

 

xii It is interesting that prepositive elements borrowed earlier (not from English), 

internationalisms of the type radio-, avto-, tele- moto- and the like can, in my opinion, 

separate autonomous adjectives in coordinate composite constructions, compare: 

OKradio- and televizonnije shows, OKmoto- and velosipednije races, and the like (compare 

Brandner 2001, p. 116). 

 

xiii Vielle.ru/ (search term: ‘Rok style in clothes for two’, accessed 23.12.2014). 

 

http://perevodperevod.ru/languages/hindi_perevod.html
http://feb-web.ru/feb/kle/Kle-abx/ke8/ke8-2821.htm
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xiv Https://ru.wikipedia.org (search term: ‘Tragedy in style-rok’, accessed 23.12.2014).  

 

xv For example: What is included in the repair class “Ekonom” and why doesn’t it pay to 

avoid it? http://remont.gost-remont.ru/econom/ (accessed 16.01.2015). 

 

xvi For example: For a series of one of the airline companies, the business class is the best 

class for service passengers...for a series of others the intermediate class increased quality 

of service between first class and ekonom... (http://cyclowiki.org, search term: “Business 

class”, accessed Dec. 22 2014).  

 

xvii Here, I have translated an active sentence into the passive in order to preserve the 

sentence structure. Because Russian is not a strict SVO ordered language, the author has 

reordered the sentence into an OVS structure to demonstrate the lack of separability of 

the unit Gorbachev. I decided to use the passive in this instance to preserve the sentence 

structure.  

 

xviii In some cases, however, there is a place of idiomatization of one combination and a 

composite with attributive elements of such a type that one must consider the elements of 

the lexicon and include them in the dictionary. Examples of such dictionary composites 

can be demonstrated in bizniz-tsenter: “a building or complex of buildings with offices 

and infrastructure for conducting business where offices are rented out”.  

 

xix About the productivity of this model see Gorbov (2010, p. 29, 35), Èdberg  (2014, p. 

38-56).2 

http://remont.gost-remont.ru/econom/
http://cyclowiki.org/
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CHAPTER SIX 

 

The Translator’s Conclusion: Analytical Adjectives 

 

 

 Gorbov challenges M. V. Panov’s seminal taxonomy of analytical adjectives 

(AA) found in Russian by asserting that “the basis of their allocations” is questionable 

(37). This article demonstrates the unsound attributes of Panov’s taxonomy through 

various tests, revealing that certain AAs, even those found within the same group or 

subgroup, do not exhibit the same characteristics. Gorbov then asks the question of how 

one can classify these AAs and if it is viable to suggest that these AAs are, in fact, 

independent linguistic units. He concludes that one should consider certain AAs to be 

words while others parts of words and that this consideration must be based upon the 

unit’s ability to be autonomous, separable, and relocatable. Gorbov, therefore, pushes 

back against the overwhelming agreement in current Russian linguistic literature 

regarding the status of analytical adjectives and their status as a class of words (see, for 

example, Bondarevskii, 2000; Brander, 2001; Marinova, 2010; Èdberg, 2014 and U. P. 

Knjazev, 2007).  

 The major limitation, however, with Gorbov’s (2016) assertion is the manner in 

which he supports his argument. Gorbov relies solely on his personal native-speaker 

intuition to determine the grammaticality of the placement of the AA. He says, “the goal 

of this work... is not the reception of representative information about a generally 

accepted use of a language unit, but rather the...theoretical conclusions, resulting from the 

results of the tests” (46). Thus, this assertion creates a gap in the literature which could 

and should be addressed in future research. 
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There are several places in which the author’s argument would benefit from 

further researcg, such as a grammaticality judgment task conducted with a large group of 

native-speaking participants. For example, when examining the grammaticality of fitnes 

as a relocatable AA, Gorbov marks the test as “??”, unknown grammaticality (50). This 

unknown semantic acceptability occurs again with rok, onlajn, offlain, and ekonom. 

Although Gorbov does, at certain points, rely on Internet searches to determine the 

grammaticality of certain phrases, it is clear that, as is expected, Gorbov cannot and does 

not know the grammaticality of all novel phrases in Russian.  

 Gorbov’s theoretical conclusions, therefore, create a need for further research 

through a study conducted with a large group of native Russian speakers. Ideally, the 

various Russian dialects would be represented, as the level of grammatically or 

semantically acceptable AAs may differ between Moscow and Vladivostok.  

 In conclusion, Gorbov (2016) provides a convincing challenge to Panov’s (1971) 

taxonomy of analytical adjectives. His results, however, should be replicated with a 

grammaticality study on a larger scale in order to confirm his theoretical conclusion
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APPENDICES 

 

 

Appendix I: Gloss System 

 

[COL] = Collective numeral 

[CAR] = Cardinal numeral 

[SING] = Singular  

[PLU] = Plural 

[ADJ] = Adjective 

[GEN] = Genitive 

 

Appendix II: Scholarly Slavists’ System 

 

Cyrillic Roman Cyrillic Roman 

А а a Т т t 

Б б b У у u 

В в  v Ф ф f 

Г г g Х х x 

Д д d Ц ц  c 

Е е  e Ч ч č 

Ё ё  ë Ш ш š 

Ж ж ž Щ щ šč 

З з z Ъ ъ  ʺ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Te_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Be_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ve_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ef_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ge_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kha_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/De_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tse_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ye_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Che_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yo_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sha_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zhe_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shcha_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ze_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yer
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И и  i Ы ы y 

Й й  j Ь ь ʹ 

К к k Э э è È 

Л л l Ю ю ju 

М м m Я я ja 

Н н n   

О о o   

П п  p   

Р р r   

С с s   

М м m   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yery
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Short_I
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soft_sign
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ka_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/El_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yu_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Em_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ya_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/En_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/O_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pe_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Er_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Es_(Cyrillic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Em_(Cyrillic)
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